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Abstract

In distributed machine learning, data is dispatched to multiple machines for processing. Traditional distributed Machine Learning systems dealing with high volume
of data randomly distribute the data among workers and either learn a linear model
for each partition of data or in tandem where the workers contribute updates to one
synchronized global model. Motivated by the fact that similar data points are often
belonging to the same or similar classes, and more generally, classification rules of
high accuracy tend to be “locally simple but globally complex” [68], we propose
data dependent dispatching that takes advantage of such structure. In particular, we
propose to use balanced clustering to this end.
In practice, it is crucial for such a system to have redundancy, for fault tolerance
since the machines are not assumed to be reliable, and load-balancing for good
utilization and throughput. Since the model served in each machine is not going to
be the same, queries should be served to the appropriate server during deployment.
Moreover, since queries are to be responded in real-time, reponse time shuold be
fast.
Since clustering large datasets in their entirety is time consuming, we propse to
cluster an initial sample in a balanced and fault-tolerant manner, and ‘extend’ the
clustering to the rest of the dataset. Our main technical contribution is to provide algorithms with provable guarantees for data-dependent dispatching, that partition the
data in a way that satisfies important conditions for effective distributed learning, including fault tolerance and load-balancing. For clustering, we present approximation
algorithms with provable guarantees for the NP-hard problem of balanced clustering
with fault tolerance. For dispatch, we use ideas from Nearest Neighbor Classification to show that our dispatcher respects locality and load balancing properties of the
clustering.
In particular, we provide bicriteria approximation algorithms that use LP rounding techniques for balanced clustering with fault-tolerance that achieve constant factor approximations (5, 11, 95 respectively) to the k-center, k-median, and k-means
objectives, and violate cluster size constraints by a small constant multiplicative
factor. Moreover, we show a more complicated true approximation algorithm that
achieves a 6-approximation for the balanced k-center problem with fault tolerance
and this does not violate any of the constraints.
To extend the clustering to the rest of the training set, we propose Nearest Neighbor Extension (also knows as Nearest Neighbor Dispatch). It is an online, efficient and provably correct procedure that returns a balanced clustering of the entire
dataset. During deployment, we use the same algorithm for dispatching points to
appropriate machines, and we show that it is load-balancing.
After data-dependent partitioning, learning can be performed independently with
no communication, or with complete communication, with each machine storing a
local correction. We discuss how to efficiently implement our method approximately
and show its effectiveness over the widely used random partitioning scheme with the
same communication budget on several real world image and advertising datasets.
For example, we obtain around 14% improvement over a single global model on the
MNIST-8M dataset using the communication free model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advent of big data has, the last few decades have seen an explosion in distributed machine learning techniques, with work in designing new algorithms [2, 28, 53], proving better
guarantees [70, 71], and desgning more efficient systems [41, 44, 48], all while pushing boundaries of scale and speed. The effect has been further enhanced by ubiquity of clusters of several
low cost, commodity machines.
On the algorithms side, amount of communication has emerged as a key resource [6] with
network bandwidth often being the bottleneck. Algorithms that minimize the delays caused
by communication and synchronization and hence increasing CPU utilization have seen a rise
in popularity and relevance, as have designing new algorithms with provable guarantees and
analyzing statistical performance of the proposed techniques. On the systems side, work has gone
into creating abstractions that hide low-level details from the user enabling faster development
of big machine learning algorithms [25, 44, 48, 52].
Data collection in ML tends to take two high-level forms. The first is when the data itself is collected in a distributed manner, whether from geographically-distributed experiments,
distributed sensors, distributed click data, etc., and the goal is to design an intelligent learning
algorithm that can take advantage of all this data without incurring the substantial overhead of
first communicating it all to some central location. The Yahoo! PNUTS database [23] is an
example - this database is geographically distributed. The second high-level form, is where massive amounts of data are collected centrally, and for space and efficiency reasons, this data must
be dispatched to distributed machines in order to perform the processing needed [48, 71]. It is
this latter form that this thesis addresses, and the core objective is to provide algorithms with the
best possible guarantees given the available data by most efficiently using the given resources
available.
For instance, consider the multi-billion dollar online advertising industry. Predicting Click
Through Rate (CTR) of advertisements [2, 16] is of paramount importance. Given petabytes of
past data and some information about a new user, the problem is to predict whether the user will
click on a particular advertisement. Each time a user opens a web-page, the query is passed to the
central server, dispatched to the appropriate machine, and the based on the result, an appropriate
advertisement is displayed. Speed is of essence in this application, and this requirement is a
driving factor in design decisions.
When data is dispatched to distributed machines, the simplest approach and what past theo1

retical work has focused on is to perform the dispatching randomly [70, 71]. Random dispatching
has the advantage that dispatching is easy, and also, because each machine receives data from
the same distribution, it is rather clean to think about theoretically. However, when learning with
no communication, this method is statistically sub-optimal, since the model on each machine
needs to be essentially identical. As an example, one-hot encoding is a popular scheme for CTR
data [42]. The dimensionality of the generated representation can be very large, in the order of
many millions. Feature occurence approximately follows a power law [22, 56], and parameters
corresponding to the rare keys (features in long tail) cannot be learnt reliably in this manner.
Motivated by the fact that in practice, similar data points tend to have the same or similar class, and more generally, classification rules of high accuracy tend to be “locally simple
but globally complex” [68], this thesis investigates a new paradigm for doing data dependent
dispatching that takes advantages of such structure. Indeed, Jacobs and Jordan have proposed
mixtures of experts in the 90’s [34, 36] to learn a (data-dependent) soft-partitioning along with
the experts. We take an alternate route and explore clustering as a means of data dependent
partitioning. We first cluster a small sample and an efficient dispatcher to cluster the rest of the
dataset. The outline of our algorithm is given in algorithm 1.
Clustering: Cluster a small segment of the data with some balanced clustering algorithm
Assign clusters to machines to balance load
Dispatcher: Dispatch incoming points to clusters efficiently
Learning: Use your favorite learning algorithm on each machine independently or in
tandem
Algorithm 1: High level overview of the proposed paradigm
In distributed systems, load-balancing and fault-tolerance are of prime importance, and are
the central requirements of several web scale distributed systems such as Amazon Dynamo [27],
Yahoo! PNUTS [23] and others [19]. For instance, Dynamo and PNUTS have high redundancy
for fault-tolerance. For this reason, we require our clustering and dispatch to have these properties. Further, ensuring varying degrees of read and write consistency is of great importance in
these systems, but for this thesis, we shall assume that our data is static. That is, we work under
the simplifying assumption that no writes are made to existing data in our system. This is reasonable assumption in our setting. For example, in the CTR example, new data can be collected
over a period of time (say, for a day) and all updates can be applied at the end of that period but
existing data is not modified.
Incremental scalability is another requirement - given O(1) new machines, the system must
be able to scale efficiently by moving the minimum amount of data possible. Dynamo, for
instance, achieves this by using Consistent Hashing [37, 38].
Once the data is distributed to various machines, learning algorithms with or without any
communication can be used. For instance, one could train an independent model “local” on
each cluster, and this would be embarrassingly parallel, that is, free of communication and synchronization. This gives the freedom to use sophisticated training algorithms on each cluster,
including ones that are difficult to perform in the distributed setting. As we shall see, this approach works best for low dimensional data such as the image data. On the other hand, one can
2

synchronize the local models on parameters corresponding to infrequent features in sparse highdimensional data such as the CTR data. The communication cost of this model depends on how
many parameters are being synchronized. At the other end of the spectrum of communication
complexity is the model that maintains a local correction to a fully synchronized global model
for each cluster. This approach works best when there is insufficient data in each cluster even for
the head features, as is the case for the CTR data.
Intuitively, this can be explained by the bias-variance trade off. If we restrict ourselves to
linear models for tractability, our scheme gives rise to a piecewise linear model, with each piece
defined over a cluster. This gives us a more expressive class of functions, over having a single
global linear model. In other words, the bias is reduced. For the no communication scheme,
for low dimensional data, given enough datapoints per cluster (e.g. MNIST-8M), we expect
the variance to be low as well, and our method can outperform a single global linear model.
However, for high dimensional datasets, of datasets where clusters do not have enough data, the
variance will be quite high, and so the performance will not match the performance of having
a single global model, as in the CTR datasets. On the brighter side, the reduced bias means
performance will be better than random partitioning. Moreover, in these scenarios, some amount
of synchronization on features in the long power law tail will increase the bias but reduce the
variance to a larger extent and performance is expected to improve.
Throughout the thesis, we use machines as an abstraction. By a machine, we refer to a virtual
machine that can be physically be implemented by a CPU, a computer, a rack in a data-center or
even an entire data-center.

Problem Statement and Objectives
Formally, we are given a big dataset of N points in Rq and k machines. The problem we solve
is to efficiently divide the big dataset into k parts, one for each machine and then learn a linear
model over each part either independently or jointly with the final goal of maximizing classification accuracy. Further, we must be able to efficiently dispatch test points to appropriate machines
and answer queries in real time with the learnt models. The approach we use is balanced clustering coupled with an appropriate dispatch procedure.
As motivated earlier, we require load-balancing and fault-tolerance in addition to efficiency.
For load-balancing in our application, we require clusters to be of roughly the same size. In other
words, we should be able to enforce upper and lower bounds on the cluster sizes. This is called
balanced clustering and is not very well understood. In past literature, clustering with upper
bounds on cluster sizes, also known as capacitated clustering is well studied [3, 17, 40, 49]. On
the other hand, clustering with lower bounds on cluster sizes [29] is much less studied. Recent
work showed that having lower bounds on cluster sizes can make the problem much harder [7].
Further, in many real distributed systems, low cost machines are used. A given machine can fail
at any time. For this reason, we would like some amount of replication in the clustering for faulttolerance. Replication also has the benefit that boundary points are replicated across multiple
clusters, thereby improving predictive properties. To sum up, the first concerete problem we
tackle is of balanced clustering with fault-tolerance. Given parameters k, `, L, p, the number of
clusters, lower and upper bounds on cluster sizes and the replication factor respectively, we wish
to find the best k-clustering according to some objective function (e.g. k-median) where each
3

cluster has between ` and L fraction of the data and each point is replicated across p different
clusters.
In our setting, the dataset is very large and is stored in a distributed manner. Clustering the
entire dataset is too expensive. Hence, the clustering is only performed on an initial sample, and
the clustering has to be “extended” to the rest of the dataset by some dispatch procedure. Further,
unseen query points during deployment should also dispatched. For these reasons, we should
have an efficient dispatch procedure that maintains the favorable qualities of load balancing and
fault tolerance of the clustering while still preserving locality. Moreover, because of the cluster
size constraints, the cluster to which a point belongs to may no longer be the nearest cluster,
as in center based clustering. This requires a more sophisticated dispatch rule, that maintains
correctness and is also efficient during deployment. For instance, in the aforementioned online
advertising application, the request has to be correctly dispatched and served, crucially within a
tenth of a second. Specifically, given a balanced clustering on a sample, and given a new point,
we wish to assign the new point to p different nearby clusters so that each cluster gets assigned
the new point with probability approximately between ` and L. By Hoeffding’s inequality, this
gives load balancing during deployment.
Lastly and most importantly, we wish to obtain maximum performance. Data driven resource
allocation is just a tool that helps achieve locality, but obtaining best possible performance is the
ultimate objective.

Contributions and Outline
Chapter 2 surverys relevant literature.
Clustering is NP-hard. Adding balancing contraints only makes it harder. Given the erratic behavior of balanced clustering [7], it is not clear whether this can even be approximated.
In chapter 3, we answer this question positively, showing provably correct polynomial time
constant-factor and bicriteria approximation algorithms. In particular, we provide an algorithm
that returns a constant factor approximation (11, 95, 5 respectively) for balanced k-median, kmeans, k-center while violating the upper bound on cluster sizes and fault tolerance by a factor
of at most 2 each. Moreover, we provite a true 6-approximation algorithm for balanced k-center
with fault tolerance that does not violate any constraints. Both of these algorithms solve the LP
relaxation of the natural LPs of these problems and round the fractional variables into integers
in a controlled manner that leads to a provable approximation factor. While we do not explicity
design our system for incremental scalability, one can achieve it by playing the doubling trick. If
k machines are available, one can start off with 2k clusters, with each machine serving 2 clusters.
Each time we get a new machine, it can pick up one cluster from machines that serves two. This
requires re-clustering, an expensive operation, only when the number of machines have been
doubled and the cost of re-clustering is amortized over the k machines added.
For the dispatcher, in Chapter 4 we propose the provably correct Nearest Neighbor Dispatch,
an efficient online procedure based on ideas from Nearest Neighbor Classification. Since balanced clustering is not center based, we assign a new point to the same clusters as its nearest
neighbor from the sample. Much work goes into proving correctness - that NN dispatch returns
a load-balanced clustering with good locality, where the objective function is a proxy for locality. We analyze the size of the initial sample required for good dispatch, under mild regularity
4

conditions. This step is potentially much more expensive over existing distributed systems, especially in applications that require real time responses. To efficiently implement nearest neighbor
search, one could use effective approximate NN search techniques such as Locality Sensitive
Hashing (LSH) [4, 63] and Random Partition Trees [26]. Hashing, in particular, is amenable to
efficient hardware implementations, and this can make our proposed system a viable alternative,
especially in the light of improved performance obtained in our experiments.
For the learning part, we try out various settings in Chapter 5 - ranging from totally communication free to full communication and provide a recipe for when to use each setting. We compare
favourably against the popular random partitioning with no communication and full communication (equivalent to running on a single machine) on large, real life image and CTR data. In
particular, we observed a 14% increase in classification accuracy on the MNIST-8M dataset, and
a very significant 1% increase on some CTR data. This section is more a proof of concept of the
novel idea of data driven partitioning rather than a full blown implementation of a real system.
Further performance boosts can be obtained by caching results of previous queries. Yahoo!’s
Content Delivery System, for example, uses an intelligent distributed cachcing scheme [19] that
is designed to balance load.
This theis is join work with Maria-Florina Balcan, Travis Dick, Mu Li, Alex Smola and Colin
White [7].
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter, we shall first review various distributed computing paradigms, survey the literature on balanced clustering and dispatch methods.

2.1

Distributed Learning Paradigms.

The most commonly used paradigm is when the data is randomly partitioned among the worker
machines [55, 70, 71]. Each independently learnt model can be used to answer queries or the
learnt models can be averaged to give a single model [70]. Averaging is quite popular, and
various weighted averaging schemes have emerged, e.g. [2]. Another approach is to to take a
majority vote of all the learnt models for each query point [55]. While it has better predictive
properties, majority vote is much slower than the previous approaches.
Massively Distributed Systems. Dynamo [27], Amazon’s highly available distributed keyvalue store, has moved away from traditional distributed databases in order to improve availability. They trade-off consistency (and the typical ACID properties) for availability by settling
for a much weaker guarantee of eventually consistency. Dynamo has redundancy and replication for fault-tolerance, partition-aware client library for load-balancing, object versioning for
consistency and consistent hashing [37, 38] for incremental scalability. It is fully decentralized
too.
Consistent Hashing [37, 38] is a key component of Dynamo and other distributed systems. It
is a hashing scheme that is relatively robust to small changes in the number of buckets. Traditional hashing schemes requires re-hashing even for ±1 buckets, and this means a lot of the data
has to be moved around in the context of distributed systems. Consistent hashing is designed to
minimize this movement.
Yahoo!’s PNUTS [23] is a centrally-managed, geographically distributed database. Each
record has multiple replica for fault tolerance. PNUTS has a stronger consistency guarantee
than Dynamo: per-record timeline consistency. Degree of read consistency can be specified
too. Load-balancing happens is automated. Records are grouped in to blocks called tablets
(size∼ 1G), and assigment of tablets to servers is flexible - this allows for load-balancing.
7

Yahoo!’s Content Delivery system (e.g. for videos) uses some interesting ideas in caching.
Requests for content are served by multiple servers, and these servers cache the most recent requests. The problem becomes difficult because most content is unpopular where some content
is extremely popular (typically, power law behavior is exhibited). Static indexing is not incrementally scalable. The solution here is to use consistent hashing again. If there is no machine
serving the hashed value, it hashed repeatedly until it can be served. Similarly, to balance load, if
some content is extremely popular and multiple requests are received in quick succession for the
same content, the request is passed on (by hashing the hased value again). This simple scheme
achieves load balancing, while still retaining good properties of hashing.
The massively popular Hadoop Distributed File System [41] has replication and fault-tolerance,
although the partitioning is not data aware. In its default setting, HDFS stores three copies of
each file, two of which are on the same rack at the data center.
Distributed ML platforms With the rising popularity of distributed machine learning, several
platforms have emerged. The Parameter Server [48] is an abstraction that uses servers to store
parameters and workers to pull the values of the parameters, perform computations and push
updates. Petuum [25], MLBase [44], GraphLab [52] are other such systems.
Distributed Optimization Orthogonal to our work, there has been a lot of work about optimization schemes in a distributed setting. Primal-dual distributed optimization schemes are
particularly well studied: Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers [13], COCOA [35] and
its follow up COCOA+ [53] are popular. It is common for these methods to work with the dual
problem because this often gives a natural method of combining solutions from different workers. These methods and their convergence guarantees are agnostic of how the data is distributed
across various machines because a single global model is learnt over the entire dataset. However,
the rate of convergence may depend indirectly on the distribution, e.g. eigenvalues of the data
matrix [35, 53]. Stochastic gradient methods, particular asynchronous methods [28, 59, 65, 72]
are also immemsely popular in the distributed setting. Asynchronous methods can perform more
computation without the overhead of synchronization but primal-dual methods enjoy faster convergence.

2.2

Locally Simple but Globally Complex Models

Jacobs and Jordan [34, 36], explored the mixtures of experts, where each expert would specialize
in a particular region of the space, as decided by a gating network. The gating network and the
expert would be trained together. Diving the data reduces the bias but increases the variance.
The authors use soft assignments as a means to reduce variance. Further, the gating network
was hierarchical with experts at the leaves. The generative model can be described as follows.
Suppose x is the input and y is the output. For a simple two-level network (level i being the first
layer, and j|i being the second layer),
X
X
P (y|x, parameters) =
gi (x, vi )
gj|i (x, vij )P (y|x, θij )
i

j

8

Given x, the posterior hi at the first layer can be written as:
hi (y|x, parameters) ∝ gi (x, vi )

X

gj|i (x, vij )P (y|x, θij ).

j

Similar expressions can be derived for the intermediate and final posteriors. Training the experts
and the gating network together is non-convex, and is performed by an Expectation-Maximization
algorithm. Different parametric forms for P (y|x, θ) gives various types of classification or regression.
There has been some past work on Local SVMs [20, 21, 60, 61] and some of these touch upon
clustering befor learning on each cluster separately using different notions of clustering. However, most of these are heuristic in nature and there is no analysis of theory involved. Moreover,
none of them are aimed at the distributed setting.

2.3

Clustering

Balanced Clustering. Clustering with upper bounds on cluster sizes is known in literature as
Capacitated Clustering. There has been a whole line of work for approximation algorithms for
this problem (since the problem is NP-hard) for various clustering objectives such as k-center
[3, 9, 24, 40] and k-median [1, 15, 17, 49]. On the other hand, clustering with lower bounds has
been shown to be much harder [7] and there is not much work on it [29]. Chapter 3 gives a more
detailed review about balanced clustering.
Large-scale Clustering. Two approaches have been taken to cluster large-datasets. The first
is use tailor-made approaches for Map-Reduce and make the problem tractable by sub-sampling
the data. For instance, Bateni et al [10] use Mapping Coresets in a multi-stage approach to find
a capacitated clustering of a large dataset on Map-Reduce. On the other hand, BOW [31] uses
random sampling, takes into account the distribution of data across various machines to try and
minimize IO costs and network traffic. The second is to treat the large dataset as a stream and
use existing streaming approaches [18, 57].

2.4

Dispatch

Clustering the entire distribution on the basis of a sample was first considered by von Luxburg
and Ben-David [69]. They study when clustering a finite sample can generalize well to a large
population for center based clusterings. The dispatch rule in this case is straight forward. Clusters are Voronoi partitions about the centers in center based clustering schemes. Bubeck and
von Luxburg [14] analyze the statistical consistency of clustering a small sample optimally and
then extending the clustering to the rest of the dataset using Nearest Neighbor Clustering. The
dispatch rule for a new point is to find the nearest neighbor of this point from the initial sample
and assign it to the same cluster. Since they look at samples that are logarithmic in the size of
the dataset, the initial clustering can be bruteforced.
9

An orthogonal approach is taken by Banerjee and Ghosh [8]. They cluster a small sample
and try to find the best assignment respecting cluster size lower bounds using an extension of the
bipartite marriage. While it is interesting in its own right, it does not apply in our setting. We
require our dispatcher to be online and efficient for the applications studied here.
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Chapter 3
Approximation Algorithms for Balanced
Clustering
We have previously motivated the need for balanced clustering- that is, clustering with both
lower and upper bounds on cluster size, and the need for fault tolerance. In this chapter, we shall
present a bicriteria approximation algorithm for fault-tolerant balanced k-median, k-means and
k-center on a given set of points. This algorithm violates the upper bound size constraint on a
cluster by a fixed amout. Further, for k-center, we give a more involved algorithm that outputs a
6-approximation and respects all size constraints. Both algorithms are LP rounding algorithms.

Preliminaries
A clustering instance consists of a set V of n0 points, and a distance metric d. Given two points
i and j in V , denote the distance between i and j by d(i, j). The task is to find a set of k centers
C = {c1 , . . . , ck } and assignments of each point to p of the centers f : V → Cp , where Cp
represents the subset of C p with no duplicates. Each objectives tries to the minimize following
quantities.
• k-center: maxi∈V maxj∈f (i) d(i, j)
• k-median:
• k-means:

P

i∈V

P

i∈V

P

P

j∈f (i)

j∈f (i)

d(i, j)

d(i, j)2

The k-center, k-median, and k-means objectives can be thought of as minimizing the L∞ ,
L1 , and L2 norms, respectively. If we add size constraints l and L, then each cluster must have
between ` and L fraction of points. For fault-tolerance, each point must be assigned to exactly p
centers instead of just one. Further, assume that each point i has an integer weight wi . This may
represent, for instance the multiplicity of the point or its importance.
The parameters are summarized in table 3.1.

3.1

Prior Work

Clustering with upper bounds is known in literature as Capacitated Clustering.
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Symbol
Description
k
Number of clusters
`
Minimum fractional size of a cluster
L
Maximum fractional size of a cluster
p
Replication factor, for fault-tolerance
V
Set of points to cluster
wj
Weight of point j
P
n
j∈V wj , the total weight of all points
Table 3.1: Parameters of the problem
Capacitated k-center
The (uniform) capacitated k-center problem is to minimize the maximum distance between a
cluster center and any point in its cluster subject to the constraint that the maximum size of a
cluster is L. It is NP-Hard, so research has focused on finding approximation algorithms. BarIlan et al [9] introduced the problem and presented the first constant factor polynomial time
algorithm achieving a factor of 10, which was subsequently improved by Khuller et al [40]. It
was a combinatorial algorithm that first guessed the optimal objective and a graph, G of all points
with an edge between two points iff they are separated by less than the guess. They construct a
set of monarchs: a maximal independent set in G2 , assign points close to the monarchs as their
“empires”, move points around empires and open new centers are required to satisfy the capacity
constraints, while increasing the objective in a bounded manner. This essentially means that a
point cannot be assigned to a cluster arbitrarily far away from it.
In [24], the capacitated k-center problem with non-uniform capacities is written as a feasible
point of an integer linear program, and a procedure to round fractional solutions obtained from
the LP relaxation is described. They construct a path-like tree structure with nearby vertices close
in the original graph, and all vertices with fractional opening values at the leaves (which they call
a “caterpillar” structure), transfer “openings” between distant vertices by transferring a limited
number of clients to neighboring facilities through a chain (so as to increase the objective only
in a bounded manner), and end up with all integral openings in polynomial time. Assignments
are then made via a bipartite matching between points and enters as Hall’s marriage theorem can
now be applied. The appoximation factor is not explicitly computed, although it is mentioned to
be “in the order of hundreds”.
An et al [3] follows a similar procedure. They describe “tree instances” as generalizations
of caterpillar structures of [24], and use a rounding procedure that is somewhat similar to the
previous approach to get an approximation factor of 8. Further, for the special case of uniform
capacities, they show a 6-approximation.
k-center with lower bounds
Ene et al [29] describe a 4-approximation to k-center with lower bounds by constructing r-nets.
They describe an efficient algorithm to this end. The reduction is specific to this objective and
does not work with upper bounds on cluster sizes.
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Capacitated k-median
k-median with capacities is a notoriously difficult problem in clustering. It is much less understood than k-center with capacities, and uncapacitated k-median, both of which have constant
factor approximations. Despite numerous attempts by various researchers, still there is no known
constant factor approximation for capacitated k-median (even though there is no better lower
bound for the problem than the one for uncapacitated k-median). As stated earlier, there is a
well-known unbounded integrality gap for the standard LP even when violating the capacity or
center constraints by a factor of 2 −  [1]. Recent work has emerged to break this integrality gap,
but with a different LP [50].
Charikar et al. gave a 16-approximation when constraints are violated by a factor of 3 [17].
Byrka et al. improved this violation to 2 + , while maintaining an O( 12 ) approximation [15].
Recently, Li improved the latter to O( 1 ), specifically, when constraints are violated by 2 + α2 for
α ≥ 4, they give a 6 + 10α approximation [49]. These results are all for the hard capacitated
k-median problem. In the soft capacities variant, we can open a point more than once to achieve
more capacity, although each extra opening counts toward the budget of k centers. In hard
capacities, each center can only be opened once. The hard capacitated version is more general,
as each center can be replicated enough times so that the soft capacitated case reduces to the hard
capacitated case. Therefore, we will only discuss the hard capacitated case.
All of the algorithms for capacitated k-median mentioned above share the same high-level
idea but with different refinements in the algorithm and analysis. They are all LP rounding algorithms. They work by first using a monarch procedure to aggregate fractional center openings,
where each demand is only moved a constant factor away. Each cluster must have at least 12
(or α−1
) total opening after this step. Then we must partition the fractional openings into star
α
structures, and round the openings within each star.

Universal and load balanced facility location
In the facility location problem, we are given a set of demands and a set of possible locations for
facilities. We should open facilities at some of these locations, and connect each demand point to
an open facility so as to minimize the total cost of opening facilities and connecting demands to
facilities. Capacitated facility location is a variant where each facility can supply only a limited
amount of the commodity. This and other special cases are captured by the Universal Facility
Location problem where the facility costs are general concave functions. Local search techniques
[54] have been proposed and applied successfully. Also, LP rounding techniques suffer from
unbounded integrality gap for capacitated facility location [54].
Load-balanced facility location [39], [33], is yet another variant where every open facility
must cater to a minimum amount of demand. An unconstrained facility location problem with
modified costs is constructed and solved. Every open facility that does not satisfy the capacity
constraint is closed and the demand is rerouted to nearby centers. The modified problem is
constructed so as to keep this increase in cost bounded.
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3.2

Bicriteria Algorithm

The bicriteria algorithm presented here is inspired by previous work on capacitated k-median
[49]. However, we consider a different problem in that we have lower bounds on cluster sizes
and fault tolerance. It turns out that fault tolerance makes the problem easier to solve, provided
we are ready to lose a factor of 2 on fault-tolerance. Intuitively, it is because it is easier to find
a nearby center with remaining capacity since with greater fault-tolerance, each center has more
capacity.

3.2.1

Linear Program

Each problem can be framed as an Integer Linear Program. For each i, let yi be an indicator for
whether i is a center. For i, j, let xij be an indicator for whether point j is assigned to center i.
In literature, yi is called the opening at point i and xij is called the assignment of j to i.
The algorithm is an LP rounding algorithm where we consider the LP relaxation of the IP
(which has the constraints that x, y are 0 or 1). Now, yi represents the fraction to which a center
is opened, and xij represents the fractional assignment of j to i. For a center i and point j, let
their contribution to the objective be denoted by cij . That is, for k-median, cij = d(i, j) and for
k-means cij = d(i, j)2 . The notation for this section is summarized in table 3.2. Here is the LP
Symbol
yi
xij
cij
Cj
CLP
ρ

Description
k-median k-means
Fractional opening at center i
Fractional assignment of point j to center i
Cost of assigning j to center i
d(i,P
j)
d(i, j)2
Avg cost of assignment of point j to all its centers
ij /p
i cij xP
Cost of LP
j pCj
parameter for monarch procedure
2
4

k-center

t
=t
1

Table 3.2: Notation for Bicriteria Algorithm
for the k-median and k-means.

min

X

wj cij xij

(3.1a)

i,j∈V

subject to:

X

xij = p,

∀j ∈ V

(3.1b)

∀i ∈ V

(3.1c)

i∈V

nlyi ≤

X

wj xij ≤ nLyi ,

j∈V

X

yi ≤ k;

(3.1d)

i∈V

0 ≤ xij ≤ yi ,

∀i, j ∈ V.
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(3.1e)

The k-center LP is a little different. As in prior work [40] [24] [3], we guess the optimal
radius, t. Since there are a polynomial number of possibilities, we can try all of them to find
the minimum possible t for which program 3.2 is feasible. Note that k-center can be reduced to
k-median by setting all distances ≤ t to t, and all distances > t to +∞.
X

xij = p,

∀j ∈ V

(3.2a)

∀i ∈ V

(3.2b)

i∈V

nlyi ≤

X

wj xij ≤ nLyi ,

j∈V

X

yi ≤ k;

(3.2c)

i∈V

0 ≤ xij ≤ yi ,
xij = 0

∀i, j ∈ V
if d(i, j) > t.

(3.2d)
(3.2e)

In the size constraints, by n` and nL, we refer to dn`e and bnLc repectively. This leaves the
solution to the original integer program remains unchanged.
The very first step of the algorithm is to solve the LP. For k-center, solving the LP refers
to guessing t by finding the smallest t for which the LP is feasible. This will give a fractional
solution, and the rest of the algorithm seeks to round this solution such that the objective does
not increase too much, while still trying to maintain feasibility.
Let (x, y) denote an optimal solution to the LP relaxation. Let CLP denote the objective
value for k-median and k-means. For k-center, we require CLP to be the smallest threshold t at
which the LP is feasible, up to constants. For consistency with the other objectives, we scale it
as CLP = tnp.
For all j ∈ V , define the connection cost Cj asP
the average contribution of a point to the
wj
objective. For k-median and k-means, it is Cj = p
i∈V cij xij . That is, for k-median, it is the
average distance of a point to its fractional centers while for k-means, it is the average squared
distance of a point to its fractional centers.
For k-center, it is simply the threshold times the
P
weight Cj = twj . Therefore, CLP = j∈V pCj in all cases.
Integrality gap It is well known that the LP’s given above have unbounded integrality gap
in general for all three objectives. For k-median, [1] and references therein show an example
for this. The same example also applies for k-means. Hence, we have to resort to bicriteria
algorithms. For k-center, Cygan et al [24] show that the LP has unbounded integrality gap.
However, if we only look at connected components of the threshold graph, the problem vanishes,
and we can have a more involved approximation algorithm, that does not violate capacities, as
described in the section 3.3.

3.2.2

The Algorithm

First we provide an outline of the algorithm and then describe each step in detail. In
1. Sovle the LP to get a fractional solution.
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2. Partition all points into coarse clusters (called “empires”) around monarchs (heads of empires). The empires actually are the Voronoi partitions induced by the monarchs. The
construction also ensures that
are far apart. We show that each empire
P any two monarchs
p
Eu has total opening (i.e.
y
)
at
least
for
k-median, k-means and p for k-center.
i∈Eu i
2
That is, for p ≥ 2, we have at least a full center inside
Peach empire.
3. For each empire Eu , if the total opening is Yu ,
i∈Eu yi , open bYu c many centers in
the empire. The monarch u and bYu c − 1 other points closest to the monarch are chosen
towards this end.
4. Round the xij ’s by constructing a bipartite graph and finding an integral min cost flow that
corresponds to finding the best assignment for the chosen centers.

3.2.3

Monarch Procedure

Intuition. In this step, we partition all points into coarse clusters such that points with the
coarse clusters are close and two coarse clusters are far apart. Following the convention of [40],
we call these coarse clusters as “empires”, by defining one point as the “monarch”, the ruler and
the empire as the Voronoi partition around the monarch. This procedure is similar in spirit to
the monarch procedure described by Khuller et al [40] with a cutoff distance weighted by each
point’s contribution. In fact, for k-center, it turns out to be very similar, except that Khuller et al
[40] can give stronger guarantees. Note that this step does not change any of the (x, y) variables.
It only group points into coarse clusters to make the rounding easy.
In subsequent steps, monarchs are always opened as centers. Hence, it would be beneficial
to make points with higher connection cost Cj as monarchs since they contribute more to the
objective. This intuition gives rise to the following greedy procedure.
Formal description. Let M be the set of monarchs, and for each u ∈ M, denote Eu as the
empire of monarch u. We also define a parameter ρ = 1 for k-center, ρ = 2 for k-median, and
ρ = 4 for k-means, for convenience.
For the coarse clustering, sort the points in non-decreasing order of the connection cost Cj
and consider points in this sorted order. Pick the first monarch as the point j with the highest Cj
and pick subsequent monarchs greedily if they are too far away from an existing monarch. Assign
empires greedily as Voronoi partitions about the monarchs. See algorithm 2 for a complete
description.
Properties. As formalized by lemma 1, we obtain the following desirable properties from the
coarse clustering:
• The empires partition the point set V (Property 3.3a).
• Each point in the empire is close to the monarch (Property 3.3b).
• Any two monarchs are far apart (Property 3.3c).
• Each monarch has a minimum amount of opening (Property 3.3d). An important implica-

tion is that each empire has at least a full center’s worth of opening for p ≥ 2 for k-median
and k-means and any p for k-center.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: V , set of points
Output: Set of monarchs, M, and empire Ej for each monarch j ∈ M
M←∅
Order all points in non-decreasing order of Ci
// Identify Monarchs
foreach i ∈ V do
if @j ∈ M such that wi cij ≤ 2ρCi then
M ← M ∪ {i}
// Assign Empires as Voronoi partitions around monarchs
foreach j ∈ V do
Let u ∈ M be the closest monarch to j
Eu ← Eu ∪ {j}

Algorithm 2: Monarch procedure for coarse clustering: Greedy algorithm to create
monarchs and assign empires
It is the last property above that makes it easier than the case for p = 1 (no replication), since we
are ready to give up a factor of two on fault-tolerance.
Lemma 1. The output of Algorithm 2 satisfies the following properties:
[

Eu = V ; and ∀u, u0 ∈ M s.t. u 6= u0 , Eu ∩ Eu0 = ∅;

(3.3a)

• ∀j ∈ Eu , u ∈ M, wj cuj ≤ 2ρCj ;
• ∀u, u0 ∈ M s.t. u 6= u0 , cuu0 > 2ρ max{Cu/wu , Cu0/wu0 };
X
X
p
yj ≥ (or for the case of k-center,
• ∀u ∈ M,
yj ≥ p).
2
j∈E
j∈E

(3.3b)
(3.3c)

•

u∈M

u

(3.3d)

u

Proof. The first two properties follow easily from construction (for the third property, recall we
ordered the points at the start of the monarch procedure). Here is the proof of the third property,
depending on the objective function.
For k-center and k-median, it is clear that for some u ∈ M, if wu d(i, u) ≤ ρCu , then i ∈ Eu
(from the triangle inequality and Property 3.3c). For k-means, however: if wu d(i, u)2 ≤ 2Cu ,
then i ∈ Eu . Note that the factor is ρ/2 for k-means. This is because of the triangle inequality is
a little different for squared distances.
To see why this is true for k-means, assume towards contradiction that ∃i ∈ V , u, u0 ∈ M,
u 6= u0 such that u ∈ Eu0 and d(i, u)2 ≤ 2Cu /wu . Then d(i, u0 ) ≤ d(i, u) by construction.
Therefore, d(u, u0 )2 ≤ (d(u, i) + d(i, u0 ))2 ≤ 4d(i, u)2 ≤ 8Cu /wu , and we have reached a
contradiction by Property 3.3c.
Now, to prove property 3.3d:
P
k-center. From the LP constraints, for every u, j∈V xju = p. But xju is non-zero only they
are separated by at most t, the threshold. Combining this with the fact that if d(j, u) ≤ Cu /wu =
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t, then j ∈ Eu , we get, for each u ∈ M:
X

yj ≥

j∈Eu

X

xju = p

j∈Eu

k-median and k-means. P
Note that Cu0 = Cu /wu is a weighted average of costs ciu with weights
0
xiu /p, i.e., Cu = Cu/wu = i ciu xiu/p. By Markov’s inequality,
X
xju
C0
1
< u0 =
p
2Cu
2
0
j:cju >2Cu /wu

Combining this with the fact that if cju ≤ 2Cu0 , then j ∈ Eu for both k-median and k-means , we
get, for each u ∈ M:
X
X
X
p
yj ≥
yj ≥
xju ≥ .
2
j∈E
j:c ≤2C 0
j:c ≤2C 0
u

3.2.4

ju

ju

u

u

Aggregation

Intuition. The coarse clusters that we get at the end of the previous step are self-contained
(each empire has opening at least one) and are well separated (the monarchs are far apart). At
the end of the aggregation step, we open the monarch and possibly more points for each empire,
and end up with at most k open centers. While making these movements, we try to maintain the
feasibility, possibly violating the upper bound on the size by a small factor. Note that at the end
of this step, the assignments may still be fractional. These are rounded in the next step.
Preliminaries. In this step, we aggregate all openings to the monarchs and then round the yi ’s,
.
violating the size constraints by a factor of p+2
p
The procedure relies on a suboperation called Move, which is the standard way to transfer
openings between points (both in k-median and k-center arguments [24, 49]) to maintain all LP
constraints. Performing a Move between i and j means increasing yi by some δ, decreasing yj
by the same δ, and changing all xil and xjl so that the fractional demand switches from j to i.
Definition 1 (Operation “Move”). The operation “Move” moves a certain opening δ from a to
b. Let (x0 , y 0 ) be the updated (x, y) after a movement of δ ≤ ya from a to b. Define
ya0
yb0
∀u ∈ V, x0au
∀u ∈ V, x0bu

= ya − δ
= yb + δ
= xau (1 − δ/ya )
= xbu + xau · δ/ya

(3.4a)
(3.4b)
(3.4c)
(3.4d)

Now, we show that this operation does not violate any of the LP constraints except the constraint that yi ≤ 1. Should we require δ ≤ min(ya , 1 − yb ), the constraint yi ≤ 1 would not be
violated. But to get a bicriteria approximation, we allow this violation. The amount by which
the objective gets worse can then be bounded by the triangle inequality.
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Lemma 2. The operation Move does not violate any of the LP constraints except possibly the
constraint yi ≤ 1 and the threshold constraint 3.2e of k-center.
Proof. To show that Equation 3.4 satisfies all the LP constraints, first note that the only quantities
that change are ya , yb , xau , xbu , ∀u ∈ V . Further, x, y satisfy all the constraints of the LP. Using
this,
P
P
• Constraint 3.1a: For every u, i x0iu = i xiu = p.
• Constraint 3.1b (1):
X
X
wu x0au =
wu xau (1 − δ/ya ) ≤ nLya (1 − δ/ya ) = nLya0
u

u

X

x0bu

=

X

u

wu xbu +

X

u

wu xau · δ/ya ≤ nLyb + nLya · δ/ya = nLyb0

u

• Constraint 3.1b (2):

X

wu x0au =

X

wu x0bu

X

u

X

wu xau (1 − δ/ya ) ≥ n`ya (1 − δ/ya ) = n`ya0

u

=

u

wu xbu +

u
0
i yi

• Constraint 3.1c:
• Constraint 3.1d (1):

P

=

X

xau · δ/ya ≥ n`yb + n`ya · δ/ya = n`yb0

u

P

i

yi ≤ k

x0au = xau (1 − δ/ya ) ≤ ya (1 − δ/ya ) = ya0
x0bu = xbu + xau · δ/ya ≤ yb + ya · δ/ya = yb0 .
• Non-negative constraint: this is true since δ ≤ ya .

More intuition. This procedure uses a sequence of Move’s to aggregate all openings near each
monarch greedily. Suppose we have a total opening of 3.4 in an empire. We shall open 3
full cluster centers, and distribute the total opening among them. This may be interpreted as a
violation of the upper limit on the size of the clusters instead, by a factor that turns out to be
p+2/p. For this reason, each x may be as high as p+2/p. As we shall see, in order to make all
ij
variables integral,P
any xij may have to be rounded up to 2 in the procedure that rounds the x’s.
As the constraint j xij = p is not violated, this may lead to a possible loss in fault tolerance by
a factor of 2.
P
Formal Description. For an empire Eu , let Yu = i∈Eu yi and zu = bYYuu c . We will give opening
zu to the bYu c closest points to the monarch. Note that by Property 3.3d, we have Yu ≥ 1 (always
for k-center and whenever p ≥ 2 for k-median and k-means). Then by construction, zu ≥ 1.
The procedure is simple. In each empire Eu , start with the point i with nonzero yi that is
farthest away from the monarch u. Move its opening to the monarch u. Continue this process
until u has opening exactly zu , and then start moving the farthest openings to the point j nearest
to the monarch u. Continue this until the bYu c closest points to u all have opening zu .
Call the new variables (x0 , y 0 ).
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Properties. (x0 , y 0 ) have the following properties, stated formally in lemmas 3 and 4.
• All LP constraints are satisfied by (x0 , y 0 ) except yi ≤ 1, xij ≤ 1 and the threshold constraint of k-center (Properties 3.5a and 3.5d of lemma 3).
• The cost of aggregation is bounded.

Lemma 3. The aggregated solutions (x0 , y 0 ) satisfy the following constraints:
p+2
or yi0 = 0;
∀i ∈ V, 1 ≤ yi0 <
p
X
0
∀i ∈ V, n`yi ≤
x0ij ≤ nLyi0 ;

(3.5a)
(3.5b)

j∈V

X

yi0

=k

(3.5c)

i∈V

∀i, j ∈ V, x0ij ≤ yi0 ;
X
∀i ∈ V,
x0ji = p;

(3.5d)
(3.5e)

j

|{i |

yi0

> 0}| ≤ k.

(3.5f)

Proof. For the first property, recall that each cluster Eu has total opening ≥ p2 , so by construction,
p

+1

all i with nonzero yi0 has yi0 ≥ 1. We also have bYYuu c ≤ bYbYu c+1
≤ 2 p = p+2
, which gives the
p
uc
2
desired bound.
The next four properties are checking that the LP constraints are still satisfied (except for
0
yi ≤ 1). These follow from 2 because Move does not violate the constraints. The last property is
a direct result of Properties 3.5a and 3.5c.
Now we prove a lemma which bounds how far away a center moved from the points it serves
by repeated applications of the triangle inequality.
Lemma 4. ∀j ∈ V whose opening moved from i0 to i,
• k-center: d(i, j) ≤ 5t,
• k-median: d(i, j) ≤ 3d(i0 , j) + 8 · Cj/wj ,
• k-means: d(i, j)2 ≤ 15d(i0 , j)2 + 80 · Cj/wj .

Proof. k-center. Use the fact that all Cj = wj t, and xij > 0 =⇒ d(i, j) ≤ t with property 3.3b
to get:
d(i, j) ≤ d(i, u) + d(u, i0 ) + d(i0 , j) ≤ 2 · Ci/wi + 2 · Ci0/wi0 + d(i0 , j) ≤ 5t.
k-median. By construction, if the demand of point j moved from i0 to i, then ∃u ∈ M s.t.
i, i0 ∈ Eu and d(u, i) ≤ d(u, i0 ). Denote u0 as the closest point in M to j. Then d(u, i0 ) ≤ d(u0 , i0 )
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because i0 ∈ Eu . Then,
d(i, j) ≤ d(i, u) + d(u, i0 ) + d(i0 , j)
≤ 2d(u, i0 ) + d(i0 , j)
≤ 2d(u0 , i0 ) + d(i0 , j)
≤ 2(d(u0 , j) + d(j, i0 )) + d(i0 , j)
≤ 8Cj + 3d(i0 , j).
k-means. The argument is similar to k-median. We shall repeatedly use the following identity instead of the triangle inequality: (αx+y)2 ≤ (αx+y)2 +(x−αy)2 = (α+1)x2 +(α+1)y 2 .
d(i, j)2 ≤ (d(i, u) + d(u, i0 ) + d(i0 , j))2
≤ (2d(u, i0 ) + d(i0 , j))2 ≤ 5d(u, i0 )2 + 5d(i0 , j)2
≤ 5d(u0 , i0 )2 + 5d(i0 , j)2
≤ 5(d(u0 , j) + d(j, i0 ))2 + 5d(i0 , j)2 ≤ 10d(u0 , j)2 + 15d(i0 , j)2
≤ 80Cj /wj + 15d(i0 , j)2 .

Since we have ≤ k points with nonzero opening, we can set them all to 1 to round the y’s.
Now all that is left is to round the x’s.

3.2.5

Rounding the Assignments

Intuition. We round the x’s by setting up a min cost flow problem, where a solution corresponds to an assignment of points to centers. We set the problem up so that each unit of flow
corresponds to one assignment, and cost of the flow equals the clustering objective for the assignment defined by the flow. The Integral Flow Theorem guarantees integral xij ’s at the optimal.
We can actually find these by using algorithms for min cost flow and this corresponds to the
best possible assignments with the chosen centers without incurring any additional cost. Since
each xij can now be up to p+2/p, these get rounded to 2. In other words, some points may have
replication p/2 instead of p. Strictly speaking, the algorithm is actually a tricriteria algorithm
(two constraints are violated to get a constant factor approximation).
Formal description. Set {i | yi 6= 0} = Y . We show details of the min cost flow network in
the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 5. There exists an integral assignment of the x0ij ’s such that ∀i, j ∈ V , x0ij ≤ 2 and it
can be found in polynomial time.
Proof. We construct a flow graph as in figure 3.1 so that a flow in this graph is equivalent to a
clustering of V with centers from Y .
• Each j ∈ V is a vertex with supply pwj . This is to ensure replication.
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V

1(+pw1 )

cost:cij
capacity:2wj

Y
1(−n`)
v(−np + kn`)

2(+pw2 )
3(+pw3 )

3(−n`) cost:0
capacity:
0
4(−n`) (dnL e − nl)

4(+pw4 )
5(+pw5 )

Figure 3.1: Flow network for rounding the x’s: Term in brackets indicates the supply: the
flow generated at a point (negative supply indicates demand). Recall that L0 = L. p+2
. The
p
y-rounded solution gives a feasible flow in this network. By the Integral Flow Theorem, there
exists a minimum cost flow which is integral and we can find it in polynomial time.
• For each i ∈ Y , add an additional vertex with demand n` (or, by convention, supply −n`).

This ensures that clusters are at least n` in size.
• Given j ∈ V and i ∈ Y , add a directed edge from j to i with capacity 2wj and cost cij

for k-median and k-means. For k-center, the cost is the new threshold 5t if d(i, j) < 5t
and +∞ otherwise. The capacity ensures that we get a replication of at least p/2 for each
point.
• We also add a sink vertex, v, with demand np − kn` to complete the network.
• Given i ∈ Y , add a directed edge from i to v with cost 0 and capacity d p+2
Le − l. This
p
p+2
ensures that clusters are no bigger than d p Le.
In this graph, there P
exists a feasible flow: ∀i, j ∈ V , send x0ij units of flow along the edge
from i to j, and send j∈V xij units of flow along the edge from i to v. Therefore, by the
integral flow theorem, there exists a maximal integral flow which we can find in polynomial
time. Also, by construction, this flow corresponds to an integral assignment of the x0ij ’s such that
x0ij ≤ 2.
To put all if these together we have results with all thee objectives.
Theorem 6. There exists a polynomial time 5-approximation algorithm to solve the balanced
k-center with p-replication problem for p ≥ 1, where the upper size constraints are violated by
at most a factor of p+2
, and each point can be assigned to each center at most twice.
p
Proof. Recall that we defined CLP = tnp, where t is the threshold for the k-center LP. From
Lemma 4, when we reassign the demand of point j from i0 to i, d(i, j) ≤ 5t. In other words, the
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y-rounded solution is feasible at threshold 5t. Then the k-center cost of the new y’s is np(5t) =
5CLP . From Lemma 5, we can also round the x’s at no additional cost.
Theorem 7. There exists a polynomial time 11-approximation algorithm to solve the balanced
k-median with p-replication problem for p ≥ 2, where the upper size constraints are violated by
, and each point can be assigned to each center at most twice.
at most a factor of p+2
p
Proof. From Property 4, when we reassign the demand of point j from i0 to i, d(i, j) ≤ 3d(i0 , j)+
8Cj . Then we can bound the cost of the new assignments with respect to the original LP solution
as follows.
XX
XX
(8Cj + 3wj d(i, j))xij
wj d(i, j)x0ij ≤
i∈V j∈V

i∈V j∈V

≤8

X

Cj

j∈V

=8

X

X
i∈V

xij + 3

XX

wj d(i, j)xij

i∈V j∈V

pCj + 3CLP = 11CLP .

j∈V

Then from Lemma 5, we get a solution of cost at most 11CLP , which also has integral x’s.
Theorem 8. There exists a polynomial time 95-approximation algorithm to solve the balanced
k-means with p-replication problem for p ≥ 2, where the upper size constraints are violated by
, and each point can be assigned to each center at most twice.
at most a factor of p+2
p
Proof. The proof is similar to the k-median proof. From lemma 4, when we reassign the demand
of point j from i0 to i, d(i, j)2 ≤ 15d(i0 , j)2 + 80Cj /wj . Then we can bound the cost of the new
assignments with respect to the original LP solution as follows.
XX
i∈V j∈V

wj d(i, j)2 x0ij ≤

XX

(80Cj + 15wj d(i0 , j)2 )xij

i∈V j∈V

≤ 80

X

= 80

X

j∈V

Cj

X
i∈V

xij + 15

XX

wj d(i, j)2 xij

i∈V j∈V

pCj + 15CLP = 95CLP .

j∈V

Then from Lemma 5, we get a solution of cost at most 95CLP , which also has integral x’s.

3.3

Constant Factor Approximation Algorithm

In this section, we present a more complicated algorithm that is specific to k-center, which
achieves a true approximation algorithm - the capacities are no longer violated. The algorithm is
again an LP rounding algorithm.
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3.3.1

Approach

As in the previous section and in prior work [40] [24] [3], we start off by guessing the optimal
distance t. Since there are a polynomial number of possibilities, it is still only polynomially
expensive. We then construct the threshold graph Gt = (V, Et ), with j being the set of all points,
and (x, y) ∈ Et iff d(x, y) ≤ t.
A high-level overview of the rounding algorithm that follows is given in algorithm 3.

Connection to the previous section. The algorithm here is similar to the bicriteria algorithm
presented previously. There are, however, two differences. Firstly, we work only with connected
components of the threshold graph. This is necessary to circumvent the unbounded integrality
gap of the LP [24]. Secondly, the rounding procedure of the y’s can now move opening across
different empires. Since the threshold graph is connected, the distance between any two adjacent
monarchs is bounded and turns out to exactly be thrice the threshold. This enables us to get a
constant factor approximation without violating any constraints.

Intuition
The approach is to guess the optimal threshold, construct the threshold graph at this threshold,
write and round several LPs for each connected component of this graph for different values
of k. The intuition behind why this works is that at the optimal threshold, each cluster is fully
contained within a connected component (by definition of the threshold graph).
We the round the opening variables, but this time, open exactly k centers. Most of the work
goes into rounding the openings, and showing that it is correct. Then, we simply round the
assignments using a minimum cost flow again.

3.3.2

Linear Program

As earlier, let yi be an indicator variable to denote whether vertex i is a center, and xij be indicators for whether j belongs to the cluster centered at i. By convention, i is called a facility and j
is called a client.
Consider the following LP relaxation for the IP for each connected component of G. Note
that it is exactly the same as the one from the previous section, except it is described in terms of
the threshold graph G. Let us call it LP-k-center(G):
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Input: V : the set of points, k: the number of clusters, (`, L): min and max allowed cluster
size
Output: A k-clustering of V respecting cluster size constraints, p: replication factor
Procedure balanced-k-center(V , k, p, `, L)
foreach threshold t do
Construct the threshold graph Gt
foreach connected component G(c) of Gt do
foreach k 0 in 1, ...k do
// Solve balanced k 0 -clustering on G(c)
Solve LPRound(G(c) , k 0 , p, `, L)
P
Find a solution for each G(c) with kc centers such that c kc = k by linear search;
call is s
if no such a solution exists then return “No Solution Found”
else return solution s
Procedure LPRound(G, k, p, `, L)
(x, y) ← relaxed solution of LP in equation 3.6
(x0 , y 0 ) ← yRound(G, x, y)
Round x0 to get x00 from theorem 15
return (x00 , y 0 )
Procedure yRound(G, x, y)
Construct coarse clustering to get a tree of clusters from algorithm 4
Round clusters in a bottom up manner in the tree, moving mass around to nodes within
a distance of 5 away (algorithm 5)
return rounded solution with integral y
Algorithm 3: Overview of approximation algorithm for balanced k-center.
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yi = k

(3.6a)

i∈V

xij ≤ yi

∀i, j ∈ V

(3.6b)

wj xij ≤ nLyi

∀i ∈ V

(3.6c)

wj xij ≥ n`yi

∀i ∈ V

(3.6d)

xij = p

∀j ∈ V

(3.6e)

xij = 0
0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1

∀ij ∈
/E

(3.6f)
(3.6g)

X
j:ij∈E

X
j:ij∈E

X
i:ij∈E

Once we have the threshold graph, for the purpose of k-center, all distances can now be
measured in terms of the length of the shortest path in the threshold graph. Let dG (i, j) represent
the distance between i and j measured by the length of the shortest path between i and j in G.
Connected Components
It is well known [24] that even without lower bounds and replication, the LP has unbounded
integrality gap for general graphs. However, for connected components of the threshold graph,
this is not the case.
To begin with, we show that it suffices to be able to do the LP rounding procedure for only
connected threshold graphs, even in our generalization. The following theorem reduces the general balanced k-center problem at a given threshold to the balanced k-center at the same threshold
on a connected threshold graph.
Theorem 9. If there exists an algorithm that takes as input a connected graph G, sizes `, L,
replication p, and k for which LP-k-center(Gt ) is feasible, and computes a set of k centers
to open and an assignment of every vertex j to p centers i such that dG (i, j) ≤ r satisfying
the size constraints, then we can obtain a r-approximation algorithm to the balanced k-centers
problem with p-replication.
Proof. Let connected component i have ki clusters. For each connected component, do a linear
search on the range [1, ...k] to find values of ki for which the problem is feasible. These feasible
values will form a range, if size constraints are to be satisfied. To see why this is the case, note
that if (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) are fractional solutions for k = k1 and k = k2 respectively, then
((x1 + x2 )/2, (y1 + y2 )/2) is a valid fractional soluion for k =
P(k1 + k2 )/2. P
Suppose the feasible values of ki are mi ≤ ki ≤ Mi . If i mi > k or i Mi < k, return
NO (at this P
threshold t). Otherwise, start with each ki equal to mi . Increase them one by one up
to Mi until i ki = k. This process takes polynomial time.
From now on, the focus is entirely on a single connected component.
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3.3.3

Rounding Openings

Given an integer feasible point to the IP for each connected component, we can obtain the desired
clustering. Hence, we must find a way to obtain an integer feasible point from any feasible point
of LP-k-center.
To round the opening y, we follow the approach of An et al[3]. The basic idea is to create a
coarse clustering of vertices, and have the cluster centers form a tree. The radius of each cluster
will be at most 2, and the length of any edge in the tree will exactly be three, by construction.
Now, to round the y, we first start from the leaves of the tree, moving opening around in
each coarse cluster such that at most one node (which we pick to be the center, also called the
monarch). In subsequent steps, this fractional opening is passed to the parent cluster, where
the same process happens. The key to getting a constant factor approximation is to ensure that
fractional openings that transferred from a child cluster to a parent cluster are not propagated
further. Note that the bicriteria algorithm did not move opening from one coarse cluster (empire)
to another because we didn’t have an upper bound of the cost incurred by making this shift.
Preliminaries. We start with some definitions.
Definition 2 (δ-feasible solution [24]). A solution (x, y) feasible on Gδ , the graph obtained by
connecting all nodes within δ hops away from each other.
Next, we introduce the notion of a distance-r shift. Intuitively, a distance-r shift is a series of
movements of openings, none of which traverses a distance more than r in the threshold graph.
Note that the definition is similar to what is used in An et al[3].
|V |
Definition 3 (Distance-r shift ). Given a graph G = (V, E) and y, y 0 ∈ R∗ , y 0 is a distance-r
shift of y if y 0 can be obtained from y via a series of disjoint movements of the form “Move δ
from i to i0 ” where δ ≤ min(yi , 1 − yi0 ) and every i and i0 are at most a distance r apart in the
threshold graph G. Further, if all y 0 are zero or one, it is called an integral distance-r shift.
Note that, by the definition of a distance-r shift, each unit of y moves only once and if it
moves more than once, all the movements are put together as a single, big movement, and this
distance still does not exceed r.
Lemma 10 (Realizing distance-r shift). For every distance-r shift y 0 of y such that 0 ≤ yi0 ≤
1∀i ∈ V , we can find x0 in polynomial time such that (x0 , y 0 ) is (r + 1)-feasible.
Proof. We can use the Move operation described earlier and in Cygan et al [24] to change the
corresponding x for each such a movement to ensure that the resulting (x0 , y 0 ) are (r+1)-feasible.
Let (x0 , y 0 ) be the updated (x, y) after a movement of δ ≤ min(ya , 1 − yb ) from a to b. To
show that the Move operation (equation 3.4) satisfies all the LP constraints, first note that the only
quantities that can change are ya , yb , xau , xbu ∀u ∈ V . Constraints 3.6a to 3.6e can be seen to hold
from the proof of Lemma 2. The additional restriction that δ ≤ 1 − yb ensures the following:
• Constraint 3.6f: If xau > 0, we have dG (a, u) ≤ 1. Now, we transfer from a to b such that

dG (a, b) ≤ r. By the triangle inequality, dG (b, u) ≤ r + 1, and the edge bu exists in Gr+1 .
• Constraint 3.6g: this is true since δ ≤ min(ya , 1 − yb ).
Since each unit of y moves only once, all the movements put together will also lead a solution
feasible in Gr+1 , i.e. we get a (r + 1)-feasible solution.
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From here on, we assume that xij , xi0 j are adjusted as described above for every movement between i and i0 .
The algorithm to round y [3] proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, we cluster points into
a tree of coarse clusters (monarchs) such that nearby clusters are connected using the monarch
procedure of Khuller et al [40]. In the second phase, fractional opening are aggregated to get an
integral distance-5 shift.
Monarch Procedure. The monarch procedure presented a little differently but is very similar
to the monarch procedure presented earlier. Since the threshold graph is connected, we can get
guarantees on how big the distance between two monarchs is.
Algorithm 4 describes the first phase where we construct a tree of monarchs and assign
empires to each monarch. Let M be the set of all monarchs. For some monarch, u ∈ M, let Eu
denote its empire. For each vertex i, let m(i) denote the the monarch u to whose empire Eu , i
belongs.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Input: G = (V, E)
Output: Tree of monarchs, T = (M, E 0 ), and empires for each monarch
Marked ← ∅
foreach j ∈ V do
initialize ChildMonarchs(j) and Dependents(j) to ∅
Pick any vertex u and make it a monarch
Eu ← N + (u); Initialize T to be a singleton node u
Marked ← Marked ∪ Eu
while ∃w ∈ (V \ Marked) such that dG (w, Marked) ≥ 2 do
Let u ∈ (V \ Marked) and v ∈ Marked such that dG (u, v) = 2
Make u a monarch and assign its empire to be Eu ← N + (u)
Marked ← Marked ∪ Eu
Make u a child of m(v) in T
ChildMonarchs(v) ← ChildMonarchs(v) ∪ {u}
foreach v ∈ (V \ Marked) do
Let u ∈ Marked be such that dG (u, v) = 1
Dependents(u) ← Dependents(u) ∪ {v}
Em(u) ← Em(u) ∪ {v}

Algorithm 4: Monarch Procedure: Algorithm to construct tree of monarchs and assign
empires
The guarantees now translate to the following (Lemma 11):
• Empires partition the point set.
• The empire includes all immediate neighbors of a monarch and additionally, some other

nodes of distance two (called dependents).
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• Adjacent monarchs are exactly distance 3 from each other.

Lemma 11. Algorithm 4, the monarch procedure is well-defined and its output satisfies the following:
• Eu ∩ Eu0 = ∅.
S
• ∀u ∈ M : Eu = N + (u) ∪ ( j∈N + (u) Dependents(j)).
• The distance between a monarch and any node in its empire is at most 2.
• Distance between any two monarchs adjacent in T is exactly 3.
• If ChildMonarchs(j) 6= ∅ or Dependents(j) 6= ∅, then j is at distance one from
some monarch.
Proof. Note that the whole graph is connected and V 6= ∅. For the while loop, if there exists w
such that dG (w, Marked) ≥ 2, there exists u such that dG (u, Marked) = 2 because the graph
is connected. By the end of the while loop, there are no vertices at a distance 2 or more from
Marked. Hence, vertices not in Marked, if any, should be at a distance 1 from Marked. Thus,
the algorithm is well defined.
Each time a new monarch u is created, N + (u) is added to its empire. This shows the first
statement. The only other vertices added to any empire are the dependents in the foreach loop.
Each dependent j is directly connected to i, a marked vertex. Hence, i has to be a neighbor of a
monarch. If i were a monarch, j would have been marked in the while loop. Thus, dG (j, m(i)) =
2.
If the first statement of the while loop, v is a marked vertex, and has to be a neighbor of some
monarch m(v). New monarch u is chosen such that dG (u, v) = 2. The parent monarch of u is
m(v) and dG (u, m(v)) = dG (u, v) + dG (v, m(v)) = 3.

Initial Aggregation. Now, we shall turn to the rounding algorithm of An et al [3]. The algorithm begins with changing yu of every monarch u ∈ M to 1. Call this the initial aggregation.
It requires transfer of at most distance one because the neighbors of the monarchs has enough
opening.
Lemma 12. The initial aggregation can be implemented by a distance-1 shift.
P
P
Proof. For every vertex u ∈ V , we have j∈N (u) yj ≥ j∈N (u) xuj = p ≥ 1. Hence, there
is enough y-mass within a distance of one from u. The actual transfer can happen by letting
δ = min(1 − yu , yj ) for some neighbor j of u and then transferring δ from j to u. That is,
yj = yj − δ and yu = yu + δ.

Rounding. The rounding procedure now proceeds in a bottom-up manner on the tree of monarchs, rounding all y using movements of distance 5 or smaller. After rounding the leaf empires, all
fractional opening, if any is at the monarch. For internal empires, the centers of child monarch
(remnants of previous rounding steps) and dependents are first rounded. Then the neighbors of
the monarch are rounded to leave the entire cluster integral except the monarch. The two step
procedure is adopted so that the opening propagated from this monarch to its parent originates
entirely from the 1-neighborhood of the monarch.
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Formally, at the end of
Seach run of round on u ∈ M, all the vertices of the set Iu are integral,
where Iu := (Eu \ u) ∪ ( j∈N (u) ChildMonarchs(j)).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input: Tree of monarchs, T , and empires for each monarch after the initial aggregation
Output: y 0 , an integral distance-5 shift of y
Procedure Round(Monarch u)
//Recursive call
foreach child w of u in T do Round(w)
//Phase 1
foreach j ∈ N (u) do
Xj ← {j} ∪ ChildMonarchs(j) ∪ Dependents(j)
Wj ← {by(Xj )c nodes from Xj }; (Avoid picking j if possible)
LocalRound(Wj , Xj , ∅)
LocalRound({j}, Xj \ Wj , ∅)
//Phase 2
F = {j|j ∈ N (u) and 0 < yj < 1}
WF ← { any by(F )c nodes from F }
LocalRound(WF , F, ∅)
//Residual
if y(F \ WF ) > 0 then
Choose w∗ ∈ F \ WF
LocalRound({w∗ }, F \ WF , u)
Procedure LocalRound(V1 , V2 , V3 )
while ∃i ∈ V1 such that yi < 1 do
Choose a vertex w with non-zero opening from V2 \ V1
if there exists none, choose j from V3 \ V1
δ ← min(1 − yi , yj )
Move δ from j to i
Algorithm 5: Algorithm to round y

The rounding procedure is described in detail in Algorithm 5. The following lemma states
and proves that algorithm 5 rounds all points and doesn’t move opening very far.
S
Lemma 13 (Adaptation of Lemma 19 of An et al [3]). Let Iu := (Eu \u)∪( j∈N (u) ChildMonarchs(j)).
• Round(u) makes the vertices of Iu integral with a set of opening movements within Iu ∪
{u}.
• This happens with no incoming movements to the monarch u after the initial aggregation.
• The maximum distance of these movements is five, taking the initial aggregation into account.
Proof. Integrality. From lemma 11, it can be seen that Xj , j ∈ N (u) above form a partition of
Iu . Hence, it suffices to verify that each node of every Xj is integral.
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At the end of line 8, the total non-integral opening in Xj is y(Xj ) − by(Xj )c, and is hence
smaller than one. Line 9 moves all these fractional openings to j. By now, all openings of
Xj \ {j} are integral.
Now, F is the set of all non-integral j ∈ N (u). So, by the end of line 13, the total non-integral
opening in N (u) (and hence in all of Iu ) is y(F \ WF ) = y(F ) − by(F )c, and is again smaller
than one. If this is zero, we are done.
Otherwise, we choose a node w∗ , shift this amount to w∗ in line 17. To make this integral,
this operations also transfers the remaining amount, i.e. 1 − y(F \ WF ) from the monarch u.
If this happens, the monarch u’s opening is no longer integral, but Iu ’s is.
This shows the first bullet. For the second one, notice that after the initial aggregation, this
last operation is the only one involving the monarch u and hence, there are no other incoming
movements into u.
Distance. In the first set of transfers in line 8 the distance of the transfer is at most 4. This
is because dependents are a distance one away from j and child monarchs are at a distance two
away. The maximum distance is when the transfer happens from one child monarch to another,
and this distance is 4 (recall that there are no incoming movements into monarchs).
The transfers in line 9 moves openings from a child monarch or a dependent to j. The
distances are 2 and 1 respectively. Accounting for the initial aggregation, this is at most 3.
The rounding on line 13 moves openings between neighbors of the monarch, i.e. from some
j to j 0 where j, j 0 ∈ N (u). So, the distance between j and j 0 is at most 2. From the preceding
transfers, the openings at j moved a distance of at most three to get there, and thus, we conclude
that openings have moved at most a distance of 5 so far.
The first step of rounding on line 17 moves openings from some j to w∗ , where j, w∗ ∈ N (u).
As above, the maximum distance in this case is 5. The second step of rounding on line 17 moves
opening from the monarch u to its neighbor w∗ . This distance is one, and after accounting for
the initial aggregation, is 2.
From this, we see that the maximum distance any opening has to move is 5.
The algorithms, their properties in conjunction with lemma 10 leads to the following theorem,
which also summarizes this subsection.
Theorem 14. There exists a polynomial time algorithm to find a 6-feasible solution with all y
integral.

3.3.4

Rounding Assignments

Once we have integral y, rounding the x is fairly straight-forward, without making the approximation factor any worse. Exactly the same procedure used in bicriteria algorithms works here
too. But, we can have an easier construction since for k-center since we can use distances in the
threshold graph instead.
If there were no lower bounds on cluster sizes and no replication, this phase can be done
by computing the a matching between points and centers to fix the cluster assignments (x) [3].
Once we introduce replication, the assignments can be fixed by using maximum flows, which
are generalization of matchings. Further generalizations are needed when we introduce lower
bounds. Minimum cost flows are general enough to handle this extension.
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Figure 3.2: Minimum cost flow network to round x’s. Quantities in parentheses indicate supply
at a node, and negative supply indicates demand.
Theorem 15. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that given a δ-feasible solution (x, y)
with all y integral, finds a δ-feasible solution (x0 , y) with all x0 integral.
Proof. We shall use a minimum cost flow network to this. Consider a directed bipartite graph
(S, T, E 0 ), where S = V and T = {i : yi = 1} and j → i ∈ E 0 iff xij > 0. Add a dummy vertex
s, with edges to every vertex in S, and t with edges from every vertex in T . In this network, let
edge j → i of the bipartite graph have capacity wj . Further, all the s → S edges have capacity
p. s supplies a flow of np units, while each u ∈ T has a demand of n` units. To ensure no excess
demand or supply, t has a demand of np − kn`. All the t → T edges have a capacity of n(L − `).
All the s → S edges have a cost of −1 and every other edge has a cost of zero. See figure
3.2.
Clearly, a feasible assignment (x, y) to LP-k-center(Gδ ) with integral y is a feasible flow
in this network. In fact, it is a minimum-cost flow in this network. This can be verified by the
absence of negative cost cycles in the residual graph (because all negative cost edges are at full
capacities).
Since, the edge capacities are all integers, there exists a minimum cost integral flow by the
Integral Flow Theorem. This flow can be used to fix the cluster assignments.
Piecing together theorems 14 and 15, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 16. Given an instance of the k-centers problem with p-replication and for a connected
graph G, and a fractional feasible solution to LP-k-center(G), there exists a polynomial
time algorithm to obtain a 6-feasible integral solution. That is, for every i, j such that xij 6= 0,
we have dG (i, j) ≤ 6.
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Chapter 4
Nearest Neighbor Dispatch
In the previous chapter, we developed provably good algorithms for the balanced clustering on
a sample S drawn iid from some unknown probability distribution µ over some metric space
(X , d()). The next step is to cluster the rest of the large dataset for training, and on previously
unseen query points during deployment- all of which are assumed to be iid draws from the same
unknown distribution µ.
During deployment, each query point should be dispatched to a nearby cluster. Load balancing requires that each cluster sees approximately the same number of query points. That is, no
machine is over-utilized or under-utilized.
The goal of this chapter is to output a clustering of the entire space X that does well according
to the k-median objective defined over the distribution µ. For load balancing, we are interested in
finding clusterings of X that satisfy cluster size constraints, also known as capacity constraints,
in that every cluster has total probability mass at least ` and at most L for two numbers 0 ≤ ` ≤
L ≤ 1.
Our basic strategy will be to extend clustering of S to the entire space X using a simple rule.
Each point x ∈ X will be assigned to the same p clusters as the nearest data point in S.
Previous work by von Luxburg and Ben-David [69] was for center based clustering. The
introduction of size constraints in our case means that these techniques cannot be used. Further,
we require the dispatch procedure to be fast and online, ruling out [8]. We use, instead, ideas
similar to Bubeck et al [14] to extend the clustering to the population. Further, the goal in our
case, and hence the analysis is very different.
For the remainder of this chapter, assume that we have a set S = {x1 , . . . , xn } drawn iid
from µ and that we know how to obtain a balanced clustering of S. While this chapter focuses
primarily on k-median, similar techniques can be applied to k-means as well. Symbols used are
informally described in table 4.1.

Preliminaries
Before stating the algorithm, we introduce some notation. A k-clustering of X with p replication
is an assignment of each point x ∈ X to exactly p cluster indices in [k]and a collection of k
centers. We encode the cluster assignments as a function f : X → kp and the centers as a
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Symbol
Description
k
Number of clusters
`
Minimum size of a cluster
L
Maximum size of a cluster
p
Replication factor, for fault-tolerance
f, g, gn
Cluster assignments. Adopted convention is f for distribution and g for sample
c, cn
Centers
f, c
Clustering of the distribution
gn , cn
Clustering of a sample of size n
Q(f, c)
Cost of a clustering f, c of the distribution
Qn (gn , cn )
Cost of a clustering gn , cn of a sample of size n with true weights
Cost of a clustering gn , cn of a sample of size n with estimated weights
Q̂n (gn , cn )
ḡn
Nearest neighbor extension of clustering gn
F (`, L)
Set of all clustering of the distribution that satisfy size constraints `, L
Gn (`, L)
Set of all clusterings of a sample of size n that satisfy true size constraints `, L
Ĝn (`, L) Set of all clusterings of a sample of size n that satisfy estimated size constraints `, L
Table 4.1: Parameters of the problem
vector c ∈ X k where the ith entry, denote by c(i), is the center for cluster i. The population-level
k-median objective [69] is the expected total distance from a point x sampled from µ to its p
assigned centers:
 X

Q(f, c) = E
d(x, c(i)) .
x∼µ

i∈f (x)

For any lower bound ` and upper bound L on the cluster capacities, we denote the set of cluster
assignments that satisfy the capacity constraints by

 

k
F (`, L) = f : X →
: P (i ∈ f (x)) ∈ [`, L] for all i = 1, . . . , k .
x∼µ
p

Similarly, a k-clustering of the data set S with p replication is a function g : S → kp and a
vector of centers c ∈ X k . The weighted k-median objective on S is
Qn (g, c) =

n
X
j=1

X

wj

d(xj , c(i))

i∈g(xj )

where NNS (x) = argminx0 ∈S d(x, x0 ) is the nearest neighbor in the set S to the point x and
wi = P (NNS (x) = xi ).
x∼µ

Intuitively, each xi ∈ S acts as a representative for all points of X that it is closest to.
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For any lower bound ` and upper bound L on the cluster capacities, we denote the set of
cluster assignments on S that satisfy the weighted capacity constraints by

 

X
k
Gn (`, L) = g : S →
:
wj ∈ [`, L] for all i = 1, . . . , k .
p
j:i∈g(x)

Finally, Given estimates ŵi of the true weights wi , we also define
Q̂n (g, c) =

n
X
j=1

X

ŵj

d(xj , c(i))

i∈g(xj )

and

 

X
k
Ĝn (`, L) = g : S →
:
ŵj ∈ [`, L] for all i = 1, . . . , k
p
j:i∈g(x)

to be the corresponding estimates of the weighted objective and set of assignments that satisfy
the weighted capacity constraints.

4.1

Nearest Neighbor Extension

Independently of how we cluster the set S, when we extend the clustering to the entire space X
using the nearest neighbor extension, each data point xi ∈ S acts as a representative for some
subset of X . In particular, the point xi represents the set of points closer to it than any other data
point, denoted by Vi = {x ∈ X : NNS (x) = xi }. For instance, when X is a subset of the
Euclidean space Rq , the set Vi is the tile corresponding to xi in a Voronoi partition of the space
induced by the set S.
When we assign the point xi to some cluster, we are implicitly also assigning all the points
in Vi to that cluster. Since the probability mass of the Vi sets might not be equal, some of the
data points will have a larger influence on the objective value of the extended clustering and
on the probability masses of the clusters. Therefore, when we cluster the set S, we consider a
weighted version of the clustering objective function and capacity constraints where each point
xi is weighted by the probability mass of Vi . Since the probability distribution µ is unknown, we
estimate these weights using a second sample S 0 drawn randomly from µ.
Every cluster assignment g ∈ Gn (`, L) has a nearest neighbor extension defined by ḡ(x) =
g(NNS (x)). Define
Ḡn (`, L) = {ḡ : g ∈ Gn (`, L)}
to be the set of cluster assignment functions on X that are nearest neighbor extensions of some
clustering g ∈ Gn (`, L). Notice that every assignment in Ḡn (`, L) satisfies the population-level
capacity constraints, i.e. Ḡn (`, L) ⊂ F (`, L).
Algorithm 6 gives pseudocode for our algorithm. As described above, it first draws a second
sample S 0 from the data distribution µ which is used to estimate each of the weights w1 , . . . , wn .
Then we apply any approximation algorithm to the estimated weighted k-median objective over
S subject to the estimated weighted capacity constraints. Finally, we output the nearest neighbor
extension of the resulting clustering.
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Parameters: Clustering parameters k, p, `, L, second sample size n0 .
procedure NNE XTENSION(S = {x1 , . . . , xn })
Let S 0 be an iid sample drawn from µ of size n0 .
Let ŵi = |S 0 ∩ Vi |/n0 be the estimated mass of Vi for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Let (gn , cn ) be an approximation to ming,c Q̂n (g, c) subject to g ∈ Ĝn (`, L).
Define ḡn (x) = gn (NNS (x)) and output clustering (ḡn , cn ).
end procedure
Algorithm 6: Nearest Neighbor Clustering Extension

4.2
4.2.1

Sample Complexity
Size of the Second Sample

We bound the sub-optimality of any clustering (ḡn , cn ) returned by Algorithm 6 with respect to
any clustering (f ∗ , c∗ ) of the population and the violation of the size constraints. The bound will
depend on
1. the quality of the finite-data algorithm,
2. the extension cost or the “average radius” of the Voronoi cells


α(S) := E d(x, NNS (x))

(4.1)

x∼µ

and
3. the unavoidable bias from returning clusterings that are constant over Vi ,
β(S, `0 , L0 ) :=

min
0

h∈Gn (` ,L0 ),c

Q(h̄, c) − Q(f ∗ , c∗ )



(4.2)

where (f ∗ , c∗ ) is the optimal clustering that satisfies size constraints `, L.
When `0 , L0 are clear from the context, we just write it as β(S). All proofs from this section are
presented in the next section.
Theorem 17. For any  > 0, δ > 0, let (ḡn , cn ) be the output
of Algorithm 6 with parameters

k, p, `, L and second sample size n0 = O (n + log 1/δ)/2 . Let (f ∗ , c∗ ) be any clustering of X
with size constraints (`0 , L0 ) and (gn∗ , c∗n ) be an optimal clustering of S under Q̂n satisfying the
estimated weighted capacity constraints (`, L). Suppose the finite data algorithm used satisfies
Q̂(gn , cn ) ≤ r · Q(gn∗ , c∗n ) + s. Then w.p ≥ 1 − δ over the second sample the output (ḡn , cn )
belongs to Ḡn (`0 , L0 ) where `0 = ` −  and L0 = L +  and we have
Q(ḡn , cn ) ≤ r·Q(f ∗ , c∗ ) + s + 2(r + 1)pD + p(r + 1)α(S) + rβ(S, ` + , L − ),
where D is the diameter of S.
When S is drawn randomly from µ, we can bound the terms α(S), β(S).
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4.2.2

Bounding the Extension Cost

We bound the sample size required to make α(S) small when X ⊆ Rq and S is drawn randomly from an arbitrary µ. However, in the worst case, the curse of dimensionality results in an
exponential dependence on dimension (eg. [11]).
Additionally, when the distribution has a lower intrinsic dimension, we can do better. The
doubling condition is one such a condition. Let B(x, r) be a ball of radius r around x with
respect to the metric d().
Definition 4 (Doubling measure). A measure µ with support X is said to be a doubling measure
of dimension d0 if for all points x ∈ X and all radiuses r > 0 we have
µ(B(x, 2r)) ≤ 2d0 µ(B(x, r)).
We have the following lemma bounding α(S) for randomly drawn S.
Lemma 18. For any , δ > 0, and X ⊆ Rq , if a randomly drawn S from µ is of size
√

• O(q q/2 −(q+1) (q log q + log 1δ )) in the general case, or
• O(−d0 (d0 log 1 + log 1δ )) if µ is doubling with dimension d0 ,

then w.p ≥ 1 − δ, α(S) ≤ D

4.2.3

Bounding the bias

Nearest neighbor dispatch may be interpretted as applying nearest neighbor classification with
the initial sample serving the role of the training set, and the clustering assignment function
serving the role of the label function. With this in mind, we shall make use of the rich literature
on nearest neighbor classification to bound β(S). At the outset, from the work of Bubeck and
von Luxburg [14], inspired by Fritz [32] before them, it can be seen that the probability (over S)
that β(S) is large goes exponentially quickly to zero as S gets bigger. However, their analysis
has some unknown constants, and hence cannot be used to get a sample complexity statement.
A first attempt: Lipschitz Continuity. Lipschitz continuity is a common assumption in nearest neighbor classification. But if the label function f is deterministic (i.e. the Bayes error is
zero), as it is in our case, L-Lipschitzness implies a margin of 1/L between regions of different
labels.
In particular, if we assume that the optimal population clustering is L-Lipschitz, it means
that the optimal clusters have a 1/L margin of probability mass zero between them. In lemma
25, if we choose r < 1/L, nearest neighbor dispatch will not misclassify any region of the
space (with high probability). Further, the capacity constraints will be satisfied for the optimal
clustering projected on the sample for any sample because the nearest neighbor is always in the
same optimal cluster. In this case, β(S) is zero w.h.p, given that we set the size of the first sample
to be large enough to guarantee that r < 1/L. However, Lipschitz continuity is a very strong
assumption which is seldom realistic. This motivates the need for a weaker condition that allows
the probability mass to taper off near the boundaries, rather than have a hard margin.
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Probabilistic Lipschitzness. The Probabilistic Lipschitzness (PL) condition was introduced
by Urner et al [66, 67] as a relaxation of the Lipschitz condition that is both realistic and mathematically neat. A deterministic labeling function f is φ-PL if the probability mass of points that
have non-zero mass of differently labeled points in a λ-ball around them is atmost φ(λ).
Definition 5 (Probabilistic Lipschitzness).
Let (X , d()) be some metric space of diameter D and

k
let φ : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. f : X → p is φ-Lipschitz with respect to some distribution µ over X , if
∀λ ∈ [0, 1]:


P ∃y : I(f (x) 6= f (y)) and d(x, y) ≤ λD ≤ φ(λ)
x∼µ

Note that for the clustering, we
 have made two modifications to the original definition. Since
k
f maps each point to a set in p , we overload notation to let f (x) = f (y) iff the sets f (x) and
f (y) are equal i.e. i ∈ f (x) ⇐⇒ i ∈ f (y). Secondly, to achieve scale invariance and since
we consider bounded sets here, we have introduced the diameter of the set X in the definition.
Further, since φ is non-decreasing, define φ−1 (x) = inf{λ : φ(λ) ≥ x}.
The main assumption we make in this section is that the optimal clustering f ∗ is φ-PL. This
is, in some sense, a roundness assumption on the clusters- that the probability mass “close to”
the boundaries of the clusters is small.
Bound on β(S). The main sample complexity result is that for any confidence parameter δ
and accuracy parameter , what should be the size of S to ensure that β(S) is small with high
probability?
If a clustering function f is PL, it means the clusters are, in some sense, “round”- that the
probability mass “close to” the boundaries of the clusters is small, akin to the roundness in [12].
Under this condition, we have the following sample complexity result for β. We can compare to
a clustering with slightly tighter capacity constraints:
Lemma 19. Let µ be a measure on Rq with support X of diameter D. Let f ∗ , some clustering of
µ that satisfies
capacities (` + , L − ), be φ-PL.
If we see a sample Sdrawn iid from µ of size at

√
q

d
q
1
1
1
least O  φ−1 (/2) q log φ−1 (/2) + log δ in the general case or O φ−11() 0 d0 log φ−14() +

1
log δ when µ is a doubling measure of dimension d0 then, w.p. at least 1 − δ over the draw of
S, we have that β(S, `, L) ≤ pD.

Putting everything together
We have the following theorem that captures the sample size required for Algorithm 6 to output
a good enough clustering that satisfies the capacity constraints approximately.
Theorem 20. For any  > 0, any confidence parameter δ > 0 and clustering parameters
k, p, `, L, define:
(f ∗ , c∗ ) =

argmin

Q(f, c)

f ∈F (`−2,L+2),c

(gn∗ , c∗n ) = argmin Q̂n (g, c)
g∈Ĝn (`,L),c
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to be the best clustering of µ with constraints relaxed by 2, and the best clustering of S using
weights estimated from S 0 respectively. Further, assume that µ has a diameter D and that f ∗ is
φ-PL. Suppose the finite-data algorithm used within Algorithm 6 outputs an (gn , cn ) such that
Q̂n (gn , cn ) ≤ rQ̂n (gn∗ , c∗n ) + s when run with parameters k, p, `, L on sample S . Let 0 =
min{, φ−1 ()}.
of sizes:
 If√we have samples

√

q q
q
1
1
• n = O  0 (q log 0 + log δ ) in the general case


d0 log(1/0 )+log(1/δ)
• n= O
when µ is a doubling measure of dimension d0
(0 )d0


• and n0 = O n+log(1/δ)
2
then, with probability 1 − δ over the draw of S, S 0 , the output (ḡn , cn ) of Algorithm 6 has the
following desirable properties:
• ḡn satisfies capacity constraints (` − , L + ). In other words, ḡn ∈ F (` − , L + ).
• ḡn , cn is a good approximation to (f ∗ , c∗ ):
Q(ḡn , cn ) − rQ(f ∗ , c∗ ) ≤ s + (4r + 3)pD

4.3

Proofs

Size of Second Sample
Before proving the Theorem 17, we shall need the following lemmas.
Our first results are regarding the size of the second sample, n0 . As a function of the data set
size n = |S|, how large does n0 need to be so that Q̂n is a faithful estimate of the true weighted
objective Qn and the set Ĝn (`, L) closely approximates Gn (`, L)?

Lemma 21. For any  > 0 and any δ >P
0, if we set n0 = O 12 (n + log 1δ ) in Algorithm 6 then
with probability at least 1 − δ we have
i∈I (wi − ŵi ) ≤  uniformly for all index sets I ⊂ [n].
Whenever this happens:
• For any clustering (g, c) of the set S, we have |Q̂n (g, c) − Qn (g, c)| ≤ 2pD where D =
maxx,x0 ∈S d(x, x0 ) is the diameter of the set S, and
• Ĝn (`, L) is close to Gn (`, L) in the sense that Gn (` + , L − ) ⊆ Ĝn (`, L) ⊆ Gn (` −
, L + ).
S
Proof. For any index set I ⊂ [n], let VI denote the union i∈I Vi . The
P key insight is that,
since
the
sets
V
,
.
.
.
,
V
are
disjoint,
for
any
index
set
I,
we
have
that
1
n
i∈I wi = µ(VI ) and
P
0
i∈I ŵi = µ̂(VI ), where µ̂ is the empirical measure induced by the set S . Therefore, it is
n
sufficient to show that µ̂ accurately estimates the probability mass of all 2 unions of the sets V1 ,
. . . , V
over the 2n unions and Hoeffding’s inequality, we have
n . Applying the union bound 
 P
P
P supI⊂[n] i∈I wi − ŵi >  = P supI⊂[n] |µ(VI ) − µ̂(VI )| >  ≤ I⊂[n] P(|µ(VI ) −

0 2
µ̂(VI )| > ) ≤ 2n · 2e−2n  . Setting n0 = 212 ((n + 1) log 2 + log 1/δ) = O 12 (n + log 1δ ) results
in the upper bound being equal to δ.
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The second implication is obvious. For the first implication, let I ⊂ [n] be the indices of the
estimated weights for which ŵi ≥ wi and let I c = [n] − I. Since the error in any sum of weights
is at most , we have
|Q̂n (g, c) − Qn (g, c)| ≤

X

+

X

(ŵj − wj )

j∈I

≤ pD

d(xj , c(i))

i∈g(xj )

(wj − ŵj )

j∈I c

X

X

(ŵj − wj ) +

X

d(xj , c(i))

i∈g(xj )

X


(wj − ŵj )

≤ 2pD.

j∈I c

j∈I

While this bound is still loose when we sum up almost all of the weights (or very few of
them) it achieves the optimal worst-case dependence on n. If n0 is sub-linear in n, some of the
weights are estimated as zero.
Next we relate the objective value of any clustering (g, c) over the sample S to the populationlevel objective of the extension (ḡ, c) over the entire space X . In particular, the cost increases
by at most p times the expected distance from a point sampled from µ to the nearest point in S.
Intuitively, this quantity bounds the difference in the distance from a data point xj and a point
x ∈ Vj to any center c(i).
Lemma 22. For any clustering (g, c) of S with extension (ḡ, c), the cost of the extension is
bounded as |Qn (g, c) − Q(ḡ, c)| ≤ p Ex∼µ [d(x, NNS (x))].

Proof. Rewrite the objective as Qn (g, c) = Ex∼µ


i∈ḡ(x) d(NNS (x), c(i)) . The triangle in-

P

equality gives
Q(ḡ, c) ≤ E

 X

x∼µ


 X

d(x, NNS (x)) + E
d(NNS (x), c(i))
x∼µ

i∈ḡ(x)

i∈ḡ(x)

= p E [d(x, NNS (x))] + Qn (g, c).
x∼µ

Similarly, we have that Qn (g, c) ≤ p Ex∼µ [d(x, NNS (x))] + Q(ḡ, c), which concludes the proof.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 17.
Proof of Theorem 17. For our choice of n0 , the good event from Lemma 21 holds with probability at least 1 − δ over the second sample S 0 . Since, gn satisfies capacity constraints (`, L)
with estimated weights, whenever the good event above holds, ḡn satisfies capacity constraints
(` − , L + ). Let (hn , cn ) = argminh∈Gn (`+,L−),c Q(h̄, c) be the clustering of S, subject to the
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tighter capacity constraints (` + , L − ), whose extension has the best objective value. Then we
have
Q(ḡn , cn ) ≤ Qn (gn , cn ) + pα(S)
≤ Q̂n (gn , cn ) + 2pD + pα(S)
= Q̂n (gn , cn ) − r · Q̂n (gn∗ , c∗n ) + r̂ · Qn (gn∗ , c∗n ) + 2pD + pα(S)
≤ s + 2(r + 1)pD + pα(S) + r · Qn (gn∗ , c∗n )
≤ s + 2(r + 1)pD + pα(S) + r · Qn (hn , cn )
≤ s + 2(r + 1)pD + p(r + 1)α(S) + r · Q(h̄n , cn )
≤ s + 2(r + 1)pD + p(r + 1)α(S) + rβ(S) + r · Q(f ∗ , c∗ )

Extension Cost
We shall first prove the statement for Rq .
Lemma 23. For any r > 0 and any  > 0, there exists a subset Y of X containing at least
1 −  of the√probability √mass of µ such that, for any δ > 0, if we see an iid sample S of size
D q
D q
n = O( 1 ( r )q (q log r + log 1δ )) drawn from µ, then with probability at least 1 − δ we have
supx∈Y d(x, NNS (x)) ≤ r.
Proof. Let C be the smallest cube containing the support X . Since the diameter of X is D, the
√
side length of C is at most D. Let s = r/ q be the side-length of a cube in Rq that has diameter
r. Then it takes at most m = dD/seq cubes of side-length s to cover the set C. Let C1 , . . . , Cm
be such a covering of C, where each Ci has side length s.
Let Ci be any cube in the cover that has probability mass at least /m under the distribution µ.
The probability that a sample of size S drawn from µ does not contain a sample in Ci is at most
(1−/m)n . Let I denote the index set of all those cubes with probability mass at least /m under
µ. Applying the union bound over the cubes indexed by I, the probability that there exists a cube
Ci with i ∈ I that does not contain any
sample from
S is at most m(1 − /m)n ≤ me−n/m .
√
√
D q
D q
Setting n = m (ln m + log 1δ ) = O( 1 ( r )q (q log r + log 1δ )) results in this upper bound being
δ. For the remainder
S of the proof, suppose that this high probability event occurs.
Define Y = i∈I Ci . Each cube from our cover not used in the construction of Y has
probability mass at most /m and, since there are at most m such cubes, their total mass is
at most . It follows that Px∼µ (x ∈ Y) ≥ 1 − . Moreover, every point x in Y belongs to one of
the cubes, and every cube Ci with i ∈ I contains at least one sample point. Since the diameter of
the cubes is r, it follows that the nearest sample to x is at most r away.
Setting r = D, we obtain the bound on α(S).
For the remainder of this subsection, suppose that µ is a doubling measure of dimension d0
with support X and that the diameter of X is D > 0. First, the following lemma is quite standard.
See, for example, [43, 45]
Lemma 24. For any radius r, X can be covered using no more than (2D/r)d0 balls of radius r.
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The next lemma tells us that we need a sample of size O ( Dr )d0 (d0 log Dr + log 1δ ) in order
to ensure that there is a neighbor from the sample no more than r away from any point in the
support with high probability.
)d0 (d0 log( 4D
)+
Lemma 25. For any r > 0 and any δ > 0, if we draw an iid sample S of size n = ( 2D
r
r
log( 1δ )), then with probability at least 1 − δ we have supx∈X d(x, NNS (x)) ≤ r
Proof. By Lemma 24 there is a covering of X with balls of radius r/2 of size (4D/r)d0 . For
each ball B in the cover, the probability that no sample point lands in B is (1 − µ(B))n ≤
(1 − (r/2D)d0 )n ≤ exp(−n(r/2D)d0 ). Let E be the event that there exists at least one ball
B in our cover that does not contain one of the n sample points. Applying the union bound
d0
over the balls in the cover, we have that P(E) ≤ (4D/r)d0 exp(−n(r/2D)
). Setting n =

D
D d0
1
d0
(2D/r) (d0 log(4D/r) + log(1/δ)) = O ( r ) (d0 log r + log δ ) , we have that P(E) < δ.
When the bad event E does not occur, every ball in our covering contains at least one sample
point. Since every point x ∈ X belongs to at least one ball in our covering and each ball has
diameter r, we have supx∈X d(x, NNS (x)) ≤ r.
Lemmas 25 and 23 complete the proof of Lemma 18 since the expectation is no larger than
the supremum.

Bounding the bias
We shall now prove Lemma 19.
Proof of Lemma 19. Suppose Px∼µ (f ∗(NNS (x)) 6= f ∗ (x)) ≤ .
Define the restriction fS : S → kp of f ∈ F (`, L) to be fS (x) = f (x) for x ∈ S. Firstly,
we shall show that the cluster sizes of fS∗ can be bounded. Recall that the sizes of cluster i
in a clustering f of X and a clustering g of the sample S are respectively is Px∼µ (i ∈ f (x))
and Px∼µ (i ∈ ḡ(x)). By the triangle inequality, | Px∼µ (i ∈ f¯S∗ (x)) − Px∼µ (i ∈ f ∗ (x))| ≤
Px∼µ (f¯S∗ (x) 6= f ∗ (x)) = Px∼µ (f ∗ (NNS (x)) 6= f ∗ (x)) and this is at most , by our assumption.
Consider β(S). Since f ∗ ∈ F (` + 2, L − 2), we have that fS∗ ∈ Gn (` − , L + ), we have
β(S) ≤ Q(f¯S∗ , c∗ ) − Q(f ∗ , c∗ )

= E

x∼µ

X



i∈f ∗ (NNS (x))

kx − c(i)k −

X


kx − c(i0 )k

i0 ∈f ∗ (x)

By the triangle inequality, kx−c(i)k−kx−c(i0 )k ≤ kc(i)−c(i0 )k. Since f ∗ (x) and fS∗ (NNS (x))
can differ on at most p assignments, and since any two centers are most a distance D apart, we
have that β(S) ≤ Ex∼µ (pD · I f ∗ (NNS (x) 6= f ∗ (x))) = pD · Px∼µ (f ∗ (NNS (x)) 6= f ∗ (x)) ≤
pD.
All that remains is to show that Px∼µ (f ∗ (NNS (x)) 6= f ∗ (x)) ≤  for big enough n. Lemma
26 lists the conditions when this is true.
We require the following lemma for nearest neighbor classification, similar in spirit to that of
Urner and Ben-David. Note that since f is a set of p elements, this lemma holds for multi-label
nearest neighbor classification.
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Lemma 26. Let µ be a measure on Rq with support X of diameter D. Let the labeling function,
f be φ-PL. For any accuracy parameter  and confidence parameter δ, if we see a sample S of
size at least
l √
mq 

√
q
q
1
• 2 φ−1 (/2))
q logd φ−1 (/2) e + log δ in the general case

d0 

• φ−12 ()
d0 log φ−14() + log 1δ when µ is a doubling measure of dimension d0
then nearest neighbor classification generalizes well. That is, with probability at least 1 − δ over
the draw of S, the error on a randomly drawn test point, Px∼µ (f (x) 6= f (NNS (x))) ≤ .
Proof. Let λ = φ−1 (). We know that most of X can be covered using hypercubes in the general
case, as in Lemma 23 or entirely covered using balls in the case when µ is a doubling measure, as
in Lemma 24, both of diameter λD. In case we have cubes in the cover, we shall use a ball of the
same diameter instead. This does not change the sample complexity, since a cube is completely
contained in a ball of the same diameter.
Formally, let C be the covering obtained from Lemma 23 or Lemma 24, depending on whether
or not the measure is a doubling measure. Define B(x) to be the set of all the balls from C that
contain the point x. A point will only be labeled wrongly if it falls into a ball with no point from
S, or a ball that contains points of other labels. Hence,
[
P (f (NNS (x)) 6= f (x)) ≤ P (∀C ∈ B(x) : S ∩ C = ∅) + P (∃y ∈
C : f (y) 6= f (x))
x∼µ

x∼µ

x∼µ

C∈B(x)

Since each ball is of diameter λD, the second term is at most Px∼µ (∃y ∈ B(x, λD) : f (y) 6=
f (x)). By the PL assumption, this is at most φ(λ) = , independent of the covering used.
For the first term, our analysis will depend on which covering we use:
• From Lemma 23, we know that all but 1− fraction of the space is covered by the covering
√
√
q

q

C. When the sample is of size O( 1 ( λ )q (q log( λ ) + log 1δ )), each C ∈ C sees a sample
point. For a sample this large, the first term is ≤ . Substituting  with /2 completes this
part of the proof.
• When µ is a doubling measure, we can do better.If every ball of the cover sees a sample
point, the first term is necessarily zero. From the proof of Lemma 25, we know that if we
draw a sample of size n = (2/λ)d0 (d0 log(4/λ) + log(1/δ)) samples, then every ball of the
cover sees a sample point with probability at least 1 − δ over the draw of S. This completes
the proof.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
In this chapter, we discuss various approaches to learning depending on the communication
budget, compare the performance against common alternative schemes.
First, we discuss various learning schemes depending on the communication budget. Next,
we describe the datasets used in the comparison. Finally, we present the experimental results and
discuss when each method would be best used.

Preliminaries
q
Suppose we have training data D = {(yi , xi )}N
i=1 where each xi ∈ R is the datapoint and yi is
the label. Further, let l(.) denote a loss function such as the logistic loss or the squared hinge
loss.
Suppose we cluster an initial sample and partition the rest of the dataset using techniques
from the previous chapters. Refer to the partitions as D1 , ..., Dk . During deployment, suppose
we receive a point x. Denote by i(x) the partitions to which the dispatcher assigns point x. If the
model is w for binary classification, the prediction for x would be sign(w · x). For multi-class
classification, we use the popular one-vs-all technique.
Thoughout this chapter, we use linear models for reasons of scalability. For learning in
the distributed setting, we use the setting of the Parameter Server [48]- asynchronous stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) is used. That is, all the parameters are held by servers. Each worker reads
a mini-batch of data, pulls the values of the necessary parameters from the servers, computes
gradients and pushes updates to the servers. Further, all workers work asynchronously.

5.1

Learning Schemes

This section discusses alternatives for for the learning stage of Algorithm 1, having performed
the data dependent partitioning. These schemes differ on the amount of communication required.
The appropriate scheme for a situtation depends on the communication budget, and the nature
of the data- whether it is dense and low-dimensional like image data, or sparse and very high
dimensional like the CTR data that uses one-hot encoding.
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Communication Free Scheme
The simplest learning scheme is to train an independent model on each partition of the data. This
method has the advantage that learning is local and communication free. In other words, it is
embarrassingly parallel. Further, for this reason, complicated learning algorithms that are not
amenable to the distributed setting can be used. To be concrete, partition i solves:
wi = argmin
w

X

l(yw · x)

(y,x)∈Di

and the linear model used for prediction for a new point x is
f (x) = wi(x) · x.
As we shall see, this method gives tremendous improvements for image data, even over the
global model with full synchronization.

Partial Communication Scheme
In sparse high-dimensional data, the communication free scheme has the disadvantage that there
isn’t enough data to learn parameters corresponding to the rare, tail features. For this reason, it
is beneficial to to synchronize the tail features.
0
Let x = (xh ; xt ) where xh ∈ Rq are the frequently occuring features in the head whereas
0
xt ∈ Rq−q is the data from the power-law tail. Similarly, let w = (wh ; wt ). The learning
0
0
procedure tries to learn w1 , ...wk ∈ Rq and wt ∈ Rq−q where
wt , w1 , ..., wk = argmin
wt ,w1 ,...,wk

k
X
X

l(y(wi · xh + wt · xt ))

i=1 (y,x)∈Di

and the linear model used for a new point x = (xh ; xt ) is
f (x) = wi(x) · xh + wt · xt .
The communication complexity of this scheme depends on the size of the head q 0 . If q 0 = q,
this reduces to the previous case of communication free learning. If q 0 = 0, it reduces to having
a single global synchronized model. Since the feature occurences approximately follow a power
law, the communication required will be very small for moderate q 0 .

Complete Communication Scheme
As q 0 → 0, the importance given to locality decreases. One can do better for frequently occuring
features in the head. The idea here is to have global weights for all features and store a local
“correction” to the global weights for features in the head. The intuition behind this is that
different clusters can also share information about the head.
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0

In particular, each cluster has a local model wi ∈ Rq corresponding to the frequently occuring features in the head and the system also maintains a synchronized model wg ∈ Rq where
wg , w1 , ..., wk = argmin
wg ,w1 ,...,wk

k
X
X

l(y(wi · xh + wg · x))

i=1 (y,x)∈Di

and the linear model used for a new point x = (xh ; xt ) is
f (x) = wi(x) · xh + wg · x.
Note that the features in the head are determined by both the global weights and the local corrections, whereas the local weights are only determined the global weights.
In this case, the communication complexity is exactly equal to the communication complexity
of training a single synchronized global model, but as we shall see, the performance turns out to
be better.

5.2

Experimental Evaluation

Algorithm
This section reports empirical performance of Algorithm 1. We used an approximate implementation of our algorithm. An intial sample was drawn uniformly at random from the dataset. The
sample was then clustered using k-means++ [5], with heuristics for balancing. The dispatcher
was implemented efficiently by approximate nearest neighbor search. One of the three aforementioned methods approaches were used for learning.
For clustering, we use k-means++ because it is efficient and scalable, as an approximation to
LP rounding algorithms that are not as scalable, despite being theoretically well supported. We
expect that using better clustering will lead to better classification accuarcy. For fault tolerance,
we modified Lloyd’s iterations to maintain p assignments for each data point. To satisfy the
balance constraints, we use two simple heuristics: while the smallest cluster violates the lower
size constraint, the smallest cluster is merged with the cluster whose center is closest to its own,
and the center is updated as in Lloyd’s algorithm. After this step, there are possibly fewer than k
clusters, but they all satisfy the lower size constraint. Any cluster that violates the upper size constraints is randomly partitioned into evenly-sized clusters that satisfy the upper size constraint.
This clustering approach may produce fewer or more than k clusters. In all experiments, we use
the balance constraints ` = p/(2k) and L = 2p/k. It can be seen that for these values of `, L,
after one round of merging and splitting, clusters now satisfy the balance constraints.
Finally, rather than implementing exact nearest neighbor dispatch as in Algorithm 6, we use
the random partition tree (RPT) algorithm of Dasgupta and Sinha [26] to dispatch based on
approximate nearest neighbors to achieve huge speed-ups. This algorithm is similar to a randomized KD-Tree algorithm, that uses random split directions, instead of choosing a coordinate
direction. Further, we approximate wi ’s, the weights of Voronoi partitions, by their expected
values, 1/n.
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For classification of image data, we used the linear one-vs-all multi-class SVM provided by
Liblinear [30]. Liblinear is known to scale linearly with both the number of points and dimensionality. The regularization parameter is chosen by 5-fold cross validation. On the other hand,
for sparse high-dimensional data, we use Asynchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent, as implemented in the Parameter Server [48]. Our implementation was of asynchronous SGD was only
meant for proof of concept and was not suitable for measuring running time.
The clustering and dispatcher procedures scale as O(q) where q is the dimensionality of the
data. Specifically, centroids computed by k-means++ and split directions generated by RPTs are
dense. To make this step feasible in the high dimensional datasets, we use the popular trick of
feature hashing without random signs [62]using the hash function h(i) = i mod q 0 , for some
q 0 < q. It is common to use this trick for CTR data [16].
The julia code is available online.

Setup
We run two versions of the experiment, both of which produce the same output. The first version is a simulation that runs sequentially on a single machine with simulated parallelism. The
dispatcher writes each cluster to disk and the learner reads the clusters from disk. The second
version is a truly distributed implementation. We start one worker process on each of the available processing cores. First, a single worker subsamples the data, clusters the subsample into k
clusters, and then builds a random partition tree for fast nearest neighbor lookup. The subsample,
clustering, and random partition tree describe a dispatching rule, which is then copied to every
worker. Training the system has two steps: first, the training data is dispatched to the appropriate
workers, and then each worker learns a model for the clusters they are responsible for. During
the deployment phase, the workers load the training data in parallel and send each example to the
appropriate workers (as dictated by the dispatch rule). To minimize network overhead examples
are only sent over the network in batches of 5000. During the training phase, each worker runs
the appropriate algorithm in tandem or independently, for each cluster they were responsible
for. If multiple clusters were allotted to a worker, the worker would go over them sequentially,
much like the previous simulation. For testing, each worker is allotted a portion of the testing
data. As it reads through the data, it dispatches the point to and queries the appropriate cluster
and receives the prediction. This process is performed in mini-batches to amortize the network
overhead to sending data across the network. The experiments were performed on cluster of 15
machines, each with 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) cores of clock rate 2.40 GHz and 32GB shared memory
per machine. This implementation used Remote Procedure Call and Remote Reference primitives provided by Julia to communicate between machines.

Competing Algorithms
We compare the performance of our algorithm against the random partitioning approach with no
communication or full communication.
Random Data is randomly partitioned to workers, where each worker learns independently from
the given subset of the data. This is the random partitioning scheme with no communication.
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Global Data is randomly partitioned to workers, and the workers update a shared model with
complete communication. Equivalently, the same performance may be acheived by having
all the data on a single machine.

Datasets
We used the following public datasets ranging from images to CTR to evaluate these methods.
All the CTR datasets used contain ad impressions from commercial search engines or advertising
companies and the label is whether or not the ad was clicked clicked by a user.
MNIST-8M: We used the raw pixels of this handwritten image dataset [51]. It has 8 million
examples and 784 features.
CIFAR-10: The CIFAR-10 dataset [46] is an image classification task with 10 classes. Following Krizhevsky et al [47] we include 50 copies of each training, example each randomly
rotated and cropped to get a training set of 2.5 million examples. We extracted the features
from the Google Inception1 [64] by using the output of an early layer (layer in3c) and a
later layer (layer in4d).
CTRc: This CTR dataset with 860K examples with 232 continuous-valued features. Negative
examples were subsampled to have 2.5 negative examples for every positive example.
CTRa: This CTR dataset is very sparse and high-dimensional with 0.3 million examples and
13 million binary features. Negative examples were subsampled to have a nearly balanced
dataset.
Criteo-Kaggle: This CTR dataset, released by online advertising company Criteo has 45 million
examples and 34 million features. This dataset is extrememly sparse, with just 40 non-zero
entries per example, and has about 4 negative examples for every positive example. The
size of the dataset is about 15GB in libsvm format.

Results
The standard deviation over multiple runs of our experiments was very small (of the order of
10−3 − 10−4 ), and hence we omit error bars from all plots. This also implies that the results are
statistically significant.
Dense data
For dense data, we use the communicate free learning procedure. The results are shown in Figure
5.1. As can be seen, our method always performs better than random partitioning. The performance gap varies over datasets. For the simplest MNIST-8M, our method achieves tremendous
improvements in performance (about 14%) compared to the random partitioning scheme. But
the improvements are not as pronounced when the clustering structure is less obvious.
Also note that there is an optimal number of clusters, k ∗ for each dataset, where the classification accuracy obtained is the highest. It is large for simple datasets (k ∗ ≥ 1024 for MNIST-8M
1

For the specific network structure, refer to https://github.com/dmlc/mxnet/blob/master/example
/notebooks/cifar-recipe.ipynb.
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Figure 5.1: Parameter studies on the number k of clusters for MNIST-8M, CIFAR-10 (with two
different feature representations), CTRc and Criteo-Kaggle dataset. The s.d. over different runs
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is ∼ 10−3 and therefore omitted.
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Figure 5.2: Linear speedup for communication-free learning: When the number of workers is
doubled, the time for dispatch, learning and testing (averaged over 5 runs) drops by a constant
factor. k was set to 128 for CIFAR-10 (both), CTR and 512 for MNIST-8M
but k ∗ ≤ 16 for CTR). Further, there seems to be a “safe” number of clusters where the performance of our paradigm is at least as good as the global linear model. This value is larger
than 16 for all dense datasets. That is, the proposed method can enjoy the communication-free,
embarassingly parallel training without any loss of accuracy.
It is also interesting to note that the performance improves with increasing p. This suggests
that we ought to replicate points not just for fault-tolerance, but also for better performance.
Our system exhibits the desirable property of Strong Scaling, as demonstrated by Figure 5.2.
That is, for a fixed workload, if we have twice as much processing power, the time for dispatch,
training and deployment roughly drops by a constant factor, until the number of worker processes
equals the number of clusters, k. We get no further benefit after this point because each cluster is
only served by a single worker. In principle, one could have multiple workers catering to a single
cluster. Note that we do not include the clustering time because the clustering is a preprocessing
step on a small sample.
Sparse Data
The results for sparse data are given in Figure 5.3. In the realm of sparse data, communication
free learning cannot compete with the global model. Learning with partial communication does
better than learning without communication but still cannot match global model in classification
accuracy. It is interesting to note that learning with complete communication performs better
than the global model. This shows that data dependent resource allocation is beneficial even for
sparse CTR data.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of varying the number of local features for the partial communication scheme. Moderate gains in performance can be obtained by sychronizing only on relatively
rare features.
A possible explanation for the drop in classification accuracy as k increases is the dearth of
data. Because of the high degree of sparsity, each cluster does not have enough data to learn
its model reliably. Increasing the number of clusters reduces the amount of data in each cluster,
making it harder to learn a reliable model. Partial communication overcomes this problem to
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Figure 5.4: Plot for Accuracy vs Number of local features for the partial communication scheme
on CTRa. Note that having zero local features is the same as learning a single global model over
the entire dataset whereas having all features as global (≥ 105 in the plots) is the same as learning
without communication.
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some extent by facilitating sharing of information about rarer tail features between clusters. The
complete communication model also shares information about the frequently occurring features
in the head. It outperforms the global model because it can also take advantage of the locality
induced by clustering.
Further, the performace is directly correlated to the quality of clustering obtained. In the
image datasets, k-means++ gives a good clustering, and the piece-wise linear model induced
by the communication-free learning can better the global model, possibly by a large extent as
in MNIST. On the other hand, for the sparse CTR data, Euclidean distance is probably not an
appropriate metric because the data is generated by one-hot encoding. However, k-means seems
to be able to capture enough locality for the complete communication model.
Overall, the results support our claim that our data dependent resource allocation scheme is
good in both theory and practice.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis explores methods of data dependent resource allocation for distributed ML. In particular, we explore balanced clustering as a means to this end.
Clustering is NP-Hard. Adding balancing contraints only makes it harder. Given the erratic behavior of balanced clustering [7], it is not clear whether this can even be approximated.
In chapter 3, we answered this question positively, showing provably correct polynomial time
constant-factor and bicriteria approximation algorithms. In particular, we provided an LP Rounding algorithm that returns a constant factor approximation for balanced k-median, k-means, kcenter while violating the upper bound on cluster sizes and fault tolerance by a factor of at most
2 each. Moreover, we provite a true 6-approximation algorithm for balanced k-center with fault
tolerance that does not violate any constraints.
In Chapter 4, we proposed the provably correct Nearest Neighbor Dispatch, an efficient online
procedure based on ideas from Nearest Neighbor Classification. We analyzed the size of the
initial sample required for good dispatch.
In Chapter 5, we describe three learning schemes: with no communication, partial communication and full communication. The first approach is embarassingly parallel and works well on
dense data such as images. For sparse data, the second and third approaches improve over the
first, and show that in a variety of scenarios, one benefits from using data dependent resource allocation for distributed ML. In particular, we observed a 14% increase in classification accuracy
on the MNIST-8M dataset, and a very significant 1% increase on some CTR data.

Open Questions
There are several concrete, open questions related to this thesis.
• In distributed ML, commodity machines can fail at any time. If O(1) machines fail, our
method has built in fault tolerance. One can start off with two clusters on a single physical machine, and migrate some clusters in the event of obtaining O(1) new machines.
However, if there is a major change planned such as gaining or losing O(k) machines,
how does one minimize the transfer of data across clusters? In particular, one can explore
heirarchical clustering approaches to this end.
• The sparse CTR datasets were generated by one-hot encoding. Evidently, Euclidean dis-
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tance is not an appropriate distance metric on this data as the Euclidean distance does not
accurately measure the distance between two real examples. In fact, one-hot encoding is
good for making categorical variables amenable to linear boundaries. Can one come up
with a clustering scheme that separates clusters via linear boundaries?
• To obtain better performance, data-dependent partitioning should to be performed to max-

imize learning performance. One way to do it would be by optimizing over the paritioning
and learning jointly [36, 58], but the problem would be non-convex. It would be interesting
to come up with similar methods that also scale well.
• The LP Rounding algorithms are not very scalable. In this thesis, k-means++ was used in

practice. Can one devise more practicable approximation algorithms with provable guarantees?
• Provably correct dispatch for k-center.
• Proving guarantees about the final classification accuracy.
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